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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Value management (VM) is becoming increasingly popular in 
construction and other industries. However, there are inadequate 
methods for addressing the relevant value problems in any particular 
project. The overall aim of this dissertation is to investigate current VM 
practices in the Hong Kong construction industry and to make 
recommendations for improvement. 
 
Based on a review of relevant VE/VM literature and analysis of data 
collected from construction practitioners in Hong Kong, the main 
outcome is the articulation of a new VM methodology for use in the 
Hong Kong construction industry. 
 
Apart from the new methodology, some further recommendations are 
made for improved practice of VM in the Hong Kong construction 
industry. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Introduction 
 3
1.1 Background of the study 
 
1.1.1 Need for value management 
 
Construction clients are becoming more “sophisticated” than they used to be (Green, 
1996a). Therefore, they require not only buildings with the highest quality that can 
be achieved, but also at the lowest cost and generate the highest return on 
investment for the developer, or have greatest satisfaction for the owner-occupier. 
Accompanied with an economic recession, value-for-money has become a major 
concern of construction clients (Lau and Yau, 2003).  
 
However, Kelly and Male (1988) suggests that accurate advice on construction costs 
and value-for-money is timely but prompt advice on value and cost is often not 
available for design decisions. In addition, advice on value-for-money is too narrow 
and does not consider all options. Value-for-money puts emphasis on the worthiness 
of the amount spent (the cost) but not the worthiness of the item spent upon. For 
example, after the client has announced that he would build new facility to 
accommodate the expanding business and employees, traditional advice on 
construction costs and value-for-money investigates and advises on the space, 
quality and capital required in order to achieve the objectives of the client. (For 
example, the grading of finishes, the building services and available alternatives 
would be considered and suggestions made.) 
 
Moreover, these traditional advices seldom throw light on “technical” or even 
strategic issues. “Technical” issue related not only to whether the design is justified 
in terms of value-for-money, but also to whether each part of design achieves the 
client’s objectives etc. For example, assumed the cost of steel fluctuates greatly, 
traditional advice can only act passively by adding a fluctuation clause, for example. 
Alternative methods, such as clanging the design to minimize to use of steel, are 
rarely considered because it needs a lot of time to redesign, re-estimate, etc. 
 
Strategic advice relates to abstract issues, such as the real estate strategy and the 
business objectives. Strategic advice is an open-ended advice that covers everything 
about the fulfillment of the client’s objectives. For example, advice can be given on 
whether the client should rent or buy a new facility, or how the client should build 
his/her new facility in order to achieve their business objectives. Strategic advice 
may also advise the client to restructure his organization in order to maximize the 
use of new facility. For example, the client may be advised to relocate some 
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departments in an old facility and for departments that require sophisticated building 
services, (e.g. Information Technology (IT) department,) they would be relocated to 
the new facility. Therefore, specific facility is built to fit purpose of those 
departments. This is cheaper than putting the departments in different places and 
building specific facilities for each of them. 
 
It is clear from the above that traditional advice is sufficient to protect the interest of 
the client in overspending in construction but it is inadequate to provide even better 
value to the client. Therefore, value management is needed to manage cost on one 
hand and enhance the value of the project on the other hand.  
 
1.1.2 History of value management 
 
Value management is a philosophy that allows the project participants to recognize 
and enhance the value of the project. Value is subjected to clients’ preference and it 
is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Value management supplements the shortcomings 
of traditional cost advice by providing “technical” and strategic advice. Value 
management was developed from value analysis, which was introduced by 
Lawrence Miles, a purchase engineer to General Electric Company (GEC) in the 
Second World War. The objective of adopting value analysis was to find alternative 
components for the engines of bomber aircraft. Amazingly, alternative components 
performed better and cost less than the original. Value analysis was then 
standardized and carried out by GEC in the form of workshops. Crum (1971) 
defined value analysis as “a disciplined procedure directed towards the achievement 
of necessary functions for minimum cost, without detriment to quality, reliability, 
performance and delivery.” Eventually, the US Bureau of Ships adopted this 
methodology but applied it in the design and development phase (Crum, 1971). As 
the methodology was applied as a preventive rather than a remedial measure, it was 
renamed as value engineering. 
 
In the last 30 years value engineering has gained popularity in various 
manufacturing industries and in construction. Dell’Isola (1982) presents the 
Function Analysis System Techniques (FAST) diagram developed by Charles W. 
Bytheway. This approach employs “how-why” logic for function analysis. In 
addition, Dell’Isola (1982), Green and Popper (1990) and Kelly and Male (1993) 
suggest an integration of life cycle costing (LCC) and value engineering in 
construction, so that the meaning of “cost” in construction is broadened from capital 
cost to overall cost of the project during its lifetime. This is an important integration 
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since the nature of a construction project is very different from a product due to its 
long operation time. Operation cost is usually about 1/4 of the overall cost of the 
project. Integration of LCC and value engineering makes the value engineering 
methodology better suited the construction industry. 
 
Nevertheless, problems appeared in the implementation of value engineering in the 
construction industry. Szoke (1974, cited by Green 1992b) argues that although 
value engineering is effective in comparing alternative solutions that provide the 
same level of performance, it has limitations in comparing alternative solutions that 
provide different levels of performance. For example, it is difficult to judge whether 
a cheaper product but with the same function would have higher value than the 
original one. The client may think it is worth to pay more in enhancing the 
appearance of the product in which outsiders regard as ugly. Since design and 
construction are much more complex than manufacturing, the optimizing approach 
of value engineering in the manufacturing industry is less relevant (Green, 1992b; 
Green 1997a).  
 
Also, Green (1992b) and Leung and Liu (2003) suggest that value is a subjective 
judgment, which is sometimes hard to quantify for analysis. Moreover, Green 
(1992b) argues that value engineering, which is a decision-making process, is rarely 
discussed in terms of decision-making. Lastly, Land (1996) suggests that value 
engineering is often implemented in an ad hoc manner by inexperienced staff. This 
makes the advantages of value engineering invisible or may even lead to overspend 
eventually. Therefore an improved methodology for value engineering is in great 
demand. 
 
In Hong Kong, apart from the shortcomings of traditional cost advice, some 
difficulties appeared when the construction industry tried to adopt value engineering. 
Firstly, construction procurement in Hong Kong is architect-centered. Male and 
Kelly (1989) suggest that professions in the UK type procurement system are more 
entrenched and may resist changes to their work by others. It makes a value 
engineering workshop almost impossible because in value engineering, another 
design team would comments on the original design. Secondly, as suggested by 
Kelly and Male (1988), Quantity Surveyors’ roles are too passive and they are not 
equipped with adequate knowledge to review a design even though their expertise is 
construction cost. Therefore, value management evolved, which participants from 
various disciplines work together rather than by a team of value specialists. 
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However, many practitioners get confused between value engineering and value 
management (Kelly and Male, 1988). Some thought that the two were the same but 
used different terminology (Green, 1992a; Fong and Shen, 2000). Also, there is no 
definite model for value management. Practitioners usually refer to the “soft 
approach” of value engineering (VE) as value management (VM) and carry out 
value management workshops in the same manner as a value engineering workshops 
as illustrated by Chang et. al., 2003, except the design team remains as workshop 
participants and they are aided by an external value management facilitator. 
However, these arrangements diminished the effectiveness of value management. 
 
1.1.3 Development of value management 
 
In 1993 Kelly and Male (1993) suggested a new definition for value management 
that included strategic management of the whole development. Also, Green (1994) 
changed his view and defined value engineering and value management as different 
entities. Green (1992a, 1992b, 1994, 1996b) proposed SMART methodology, which 
is a new methodology for value management. At this point, value management 
became a new topic to the construction industry and a lot of researches begin, such 
as the value management team coordinator (VMTC) (Thurnell 2003); strategic 
implementation (Barton and Knott, 1996, Green, 1996a, Woodhead, 1998); current 
state and future challenges (Fong and Shen, 1996) and value specificity (Leung and 
Liu, 2003), etc. 
 
Nevertheless, there appears to be inadequate research in value management 
methodology. Methodology is considered as the way to conduct the process of value 
management. If there is no way to conduct value management, good facilitators and 
good strategies have little chance in enhancing value. 
 
Green (1992a, 1992b) attempts to articulate a new model for value management, i.e. 
Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) methodology, in which the 
effectiveness of value engineering and the strategic approach of value management 
are integrated. Kelly et. al. (1993) also articulate the two stage briefing process. 
However, there is inadequate research in evaluating these methodologies (Male et al., 
1998a). Also, there is negligible research suggesting new methodologies. Comments 
on recent value engineering/ value management methodology have not been 
developed to form a new methodology. The implication is that old models seem to 
be perfect and only small changes are needed to suit specific projects. However, this 
is contradictory to the essence of value engineering, i.e. to challenge current practice 
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and review old methods. 
 
Moreover, there is inadequate research on the application of VM/VE methodologies 
in the Hong Kong construction industry. VM/VE research in Hong Kong has not 
developed at the same pace in other countries. There is a need to evaluate the 
applicability of international research to the Hong Kong construction industry. As 
VE and VM originated in the USA and the UK, research and working practice in 
these countries provides an important reference point for the application of VM 
research and practice in the Hong Kong construction industry. 
 
1.2 Objectives and scope of study 
 
The overall aim of this dissertation is to investigate current VM practices in the 
Hong Kong construction industry and to make recommendations for improvement. 
Detailed objectives are: 
 
1. To review recent research on value management and value engineering (VM/ 
VE) methodologies in manufacturing and construction in the USA and the UK. 
2. To compare different VM/ VE methodologies in construction in the USA and 
the UK with reference to working practices, procurement systems and 
institutional arrangements. 
3. To critique current VM practice in the Hong Kong construction industry. 
4. To articulate a new VM methodology for use in the Hong Kong construction 
industry. 
5. To make recommendations for further improvements in the practice of VM in 
the Hong Kong construction industry. 
 
1.3 Research methodology 
 
Firstly, a literature review on value management/ value engineering/ life cycle 
costing is conducted. After that, questions on the effectiveness of VM methodologies 
work in the Hong Kong construction industry are raised in a pilot interview with a 
practitioner.  
 
Secondly, further literature review on VM and in particular VM methodology is 
conducted. A pilot questionnaire on VM/VE is carried out. Final questionnaires 
asking about practitioners’ views on VM/ VE and problems in current value 
management methodologies are distributed, especially to construction clients, 
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construction consultants and firms with experience in VM.  
 
Thirdly, a pilot interview is conducted to collect comments on the structure of the 
interviews. After that, interviews are conducted to evaluate the draft new 
methodology according to attributes mentioned in questionnaires. Also, information 
about VM methodology in Hong Kong (e.g. VM workshop report and the problems 
they face in value management) is obtained.  
 
Fourthly, the draft new methodology is refined according to the comments from 
interviews.  
 
1.4 Structure of dissertation 
 
Apart from the part I introduction, the dissertation is divided into three parts: study 
of VM methodology, implementation of new methodology to the Hong Kong 
construction industry and lastly conclusions and recommendations. 
 
1.4.1 Part II 
 
Part II is a review of the development of value management methodology and a new 
value management methodology is articulated. Firstly, comprehensive literature 
review of value management from value analysis to SMART methodology (Green, 
1994) and two-stage briefing process (Kelly et. al., 1993) is presented.  
 
Secondly, analysis of current trends of VM methodologies and differences in 
methodology in the UK and the USA (which are the origin of VM and VE 
respectively) is carried out. Different methodologies are compared and 
contrasted. Differences in working practice in different countries, procurement 
methods and institution arrangement are analyzed.  
 
Thirdly, a distinction between value engineering and value management is made. 
Distinction is not limited to the literature context. Differences in practice will also be 
clarified so that practitioners know what they are actually doing. This part is put 
after the analysis of current VM/ VE practice because views of the industry about 
VM/ VE can be incorporated into the definition. This makes more sense to 
practitioners. 
 
Fourthly, critique for different VM/ VE methodologies is presented and different 
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methodologies are compared in term of outcomes. The information serves as the raw 
material for the development of the draft new methodology. 
 
Lastly, a draft new value management methodology is articulated in part one. The 
draft methodology will focus on tackling problems and relaxing limitations of 
existing VM methodologies and eliminating incompatibility between methodologies 
and procurement systems. In addition, new ideas about value management will be 
incorporated into the draft methodology. 
 
1.4.2 Part III 
 
Investigation on the implementation of the new VM methodology in the Hong Kong 
construction industry is carried out in Part II. The investigation starts by addressing 
the current value management practice and methodology in the Hong Kong 
construction industry. Secondly, the effectiveness and success of the current practice 
and methodology in the Hong Kong construction industry is discussed with 
reference to the comments in questionnaires. Comments from interviews are 
analyzed and they are sorted to form the evaluation criteria for the draft new 
methodology. 
 
Secondly, the draft methodology is evaluated according to the criteria recommended 
by questionnaire respondents. Then comments from the interviews are analyzed and 
some valuable comments are incorporated to the draft methodology to form the new 
VM methodology. 
 
1.4.3 Part IV 
 
Part III is the conclusions and recommendations on value management. It is based 
on findings from this study and comments on the draft methodology. Conclusions of 
the whole dissertation are drawn. A brief summary of the new VM methodology is 
given. Also, further recommendations on value management are listed. Lastly, the 
limitations of this research and area available for further research are suggested. 
 
Figure 1.1 presents the structure of dissertation by identifying tasks to be done in 
order to achieve corresponding objectives. It provides a graphic illustration of the 
sequence and logic of the dissertation.
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Structure of dissertation with methodology   
 
Part I Introduction 
Part II Study of VM methodology/ process 
US VM/ VE practice      UK VM/ VE practice 
 
Objective of VM/ VE      Objective of VM/ VE 
 
Process        Process 
 
Definition of VE  Comparison of different process  Definition of VM 
 
 
Pros and Cons   
(Evaluation of Outcomes)  
 
 
Draft new VM methodology 
 
 
Part III Implementation of new model to HK 
Current practice and methodology in the HK construction industry 
 
 
Evaluation of the effectiveness/ success of current practice/ methodology 
with reference to information from questionnaires 
 
 
Feedback on suitability of the draft new methodology in HK from interviews 
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2.1 Development and principle of value analysis and value engineering 
 
2.1.1 Birth of value analysis and value engineering 
 
Value analysis was the initial form of value management. It was initiated in the 
Second World War when materials, especially metal, were reserved by the Allied 
government for armaments. Therefore manufacturers needed to find alternative 
materials for production. In the General Electric Company (GEC), the purchasing 
Chief, Harry Erlicher was responsible for this. Mr. Erlicher has assigned the job to his 
assistant Lawrence Miles. Crum (1971) describes how Miles has succeeded in 
developing a systematic functional approach to reduce cost, which is called Value 
Analysis, in 1947. In developing this approach, Miles noticed that when the design 
needed to be changed in order to reduce cost, he had to hold discussions with every 
related department in which the work was tedious and time-consuming. Therefore the 
systematic approach adopted the team concept in which specialists from each 
department would meet and discuss value issues. 
 
Miles (1972) defined value analysis as 
 
An organized creative approach that has for its purpose the 
efficient identification of unnecessary cost. 
 
Crum (1971) defined value analysis as 
 
A disciplined procedure directed towards the elimination of 
unnecessary costs from specified functions. 
 
Dell’Isola (1982) defined functions as ‘the specific purpose or intended use for an 
item or design.’ However, Parker (1985) has pointed out the interpretation of function 
is dependent upon who is served. From the above, it is easy to note that value analysis 
aims to cut unnecessary cost but no consideration has been given to enhance value. 
 
Nevertheless, as manufacturers noticed that better value to customers (better function) 
provide better competitive advantage to the product than low price (cheaper), value 
became a great concern to manufacturers. Therefore the definition of value analysis 
was refined by Crum (1971) as: 
 
A disciplined procedure directed towards the achievement of 
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necessary functions for minimum cost, without detriment to 
quality, reliability, performance and delivery. 
 
Later, the US Navy Bureau of Ships adopted the approach during the Korean War. 
However, the approach was adopted before ships were actually designed and 
manufactured. Also, the Bureau called the approach Value Engineering. Crum (1971) 
defined value engineering at that time as: 
 
The application of value analysis technique in the main design and 
development phase. 
 
Actually the definition of value analysis and value engineering was not very clear in 
the 1970’s. Mudge (1971) suggested that value engineering is a strategic approach of 
value analysis and can be applied to all business instead of only manufacturing. 
However, Mudge has not defined or explain what is a strategic approach. Miles (1972) 
stated that they are synonymous except value engineering is value analysis carried 
out by engineers. Dell’Isola (1982) even stated they could be used interchangeably. 
However, when value engineering was incorporated into building contracts of the US 
General Services Administration in 1973 the definition became much clearer. Crum 
(1971) stated that value analysis, which Miles invented, made use of a real product 
instead of drawings and plans. While in the construction industry, value engineering 
is carried out before the actual product (e.g. building) is made. This little difference 
makes significant difference in outcome. For example, as there is no real product, a 
value engineer in the construction industry cannot test alternatives (e.g. structural 
system) so scientific testing becomes unrealistic.  
 
At the time when value analysis and value engineering are new it is not a great 
problem by having no distinct difference between the two concepts. However, it 
would greatly affect subsequent research. For instance, value analysis is still carried 
out by the manufacturing industry but not by the construction industry. This is 
because methodologies become increasingly different since different industries have 
different natures and different needs. By having a distinction between the two terms, 
value engineering researchers can concentrate in the construction industry rather than 
a large range of industries. It is for this reason why this dissertation distinguishes 
value engineering and value management. This study provides recommendations 
specific to the construction industry and value management practitioners by 
distinguishing between value management and value engineering. 
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2.1.2 Terminology in value engineering 
 
Before discussing the methodology of value engineering, it is necessary to understand 
terminologies in it. The most important ones are value and unnecessary cost. This 
section will firstly discuss the meaning the value, cost, unnecessary cost and function. 
Then the relation of value and cost will be analysis. Lastly, the job plan structure of 
value engineering will be presented. 
 
a. Value 
 
Value is something that is difficult to understand and defined. Mudge (1971) stated 
that Aristotle has thought about the meaning of value and deduced seven class of 
value namely: 
 
1. Economic 
2. Moral 
3. Aesthetic 
4. Social  
5. Political 
6. Religious 
7. Judicial 
 
However, both Crum (1971) and Mudge (1971) stated that value engineering is 
concerned only in the economic value since the objective of value engineering is to 
eliminate unnecessary cost and so the economic value is enhanced. There are four 
types of economic value as described by Crum (1971) and Mudge (1971) namely: 
 
1. Use value: properties that accomplish a use, work, or service. 
2. Esteem value: properties that make owning a specific thing desirable 
3. Cost value: the amount of resources required to make a specific thing 
4. Exchange value: properties or qualities of an object which make trading of that 
object possible 
 
Crum (1971) stated that if cost is increased without increase in use, esteem and 
exchange value, the economic value must be decrease. However, Crum has not 
discussed in what extent of increase in the above 3 values makes the economic value 
increase. It led to the problem of self-judgment and evaluation of outcomes, which 
would be dealt later in this dissertation. 
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Crum (1971) stated that customers and manufacturers have different view on the 
above four type of value.  
 
In customer point of view: 
 
use value + esteem value = price 
 
and the value opportunity is: 
 
(Use value + esteem value / price) 
 
It is easy to understand the principle. A normal person would buy an item firstly 
according to its usefulness to the person in value term. This is the use value. For 
example, if a car that is usable for ten years, the buyer will calculate the amount of 
money and time he needs to travel by road vehicle in those ten years. Then if that 
item has special meaning and is desired by that person, the price is increased 
proportionally. For example, if that car has limited stock in the world, the value 
would be increased. Lastly, add up the two number will be the price (actually the 
economic value) of that car that person offered to pay. If sellers offer the car 
according to the price of that person would pay, a transaction proceeded. Value 
opportunity is a ratio that can be used to compare the value of different items. If value 
opportunity of one item is higher than another one, the value of first one is higher.  
 
But according to Crum (1971), manufacturer point of view would be: 
 
use value + esteem value = cost value 
 
However, problem appears from this equation since use value should be more than 
cost value. For example, if you use $1000 to make machine that can increase the 
price (actually the use value) of one single product by $500, you will make loss. 
Therefore the equation should be amended as: 
 
cost value + use value + profit = price 
 
Price is actually the exchange value. However for the sake of easy understanding, 
price is used. These concepts are essential to understand the principle and problems 
faced in value management. 
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Miles (1972) had different interpretation to value. He stated some characteristics of 
value in value engineering perspective: 
 
1. A product or service is generally considered to have good value if that product 
or service has appropriate performance and cost. 
2. Value is always increased by decreasing costs (while, of course, maintaining 
performance). 
3. Value is increased by increasing performance if the customer needs, wants, and 
is willing to pay for more performance. 
 
Moreover, Miles (1972) suggested that although maximum value cannot be achieved, 
a normal degree of good value could be obtained by combination of better ideas, 
processes, materials and function. Nevertheless, two problems appeared from the 
suggestion, especially for the construction industry. Firstly, it is discussed and 
justified by management and value management researchers that there is not best way 
to do thing (Barton, 2000; Green 1997a). In construction industry, the situation is 
worse as there are too many alternatives and they cannot be evaluated by quantitative 
method. What is best is also a value consensus between decision makers (Liu 1996; 
Barton, 2000; Leung, 2001; Leung and Liu, 2003). Secondly, it placed much 
emphasis on cost reduction in order to achieve value. However, many researches 
(Green 1997b; Barton, 2000) have confirmed that value can also be increased without 
any decrease of cost. The development of the meaning of value in recent days will be 
discussed and differentiated later in the dissertation. 
 
b. Cost and unnecessary cost 
 
Cost is a more explicit term which can be understood easier. It actually means the 
considerations one needs to pay in return for goods or services. Consideration is used 
since it can describe thing that cannot be capitalized but have a value. In construction 
industry, money cannot do anything. For instance, time for approval of building plan 
from building authority cannot be shortened by money. Consideration could mean 
any resources that have a value to resource user, e.g. time. Therefore, time and any 
other resources should be considered to be ‘valuable’ and utilize wisely to achieve 
highest value. 
 
Nevertheless, Mudge (1971) has defined what total cost is. It means: 
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The sum of all efforts and expenditures made in the development 
production and application of the product.  
 
Mudge pointed out that since value engineering is a strategic approach, it should 
consider all costs related to those products. He also identified three types of costs: 
development cost, production cost and application cost. It is necessary to explain 
these terms in terms of construction industry since the terminology is very similar. 
 
Development cost is resources devoted to the design and development of a product. 
In construction industry, development cost means cost related to consultancy and 
professional service, i.e. no cost directly related to the end product (e.g. concrete). 
For instance, professional fee for engaging architect and designing, for planner find 
out issues related to the development, for quantity surveyors for costing the whole 
projects, for engineers to assess the physical feasibility of the project, etc. 
 
Production cost is cost directly used for production. The construction contract sum is 
obviously the production cost since they are spent on production. Also, professional 
fee for architects, surveyors and engineers to administer the work and contract should 
be also included as production cost. It is because if production (construction) does not 
take place, professional fee would not be payable. 
 
Application cost is cost related to the utilization or use of the end product. In real 
estate and construction field, application cost includes those cost that is related to the 
operation, management, maintenance and deposal of the property. 
 
Mudge (1971) also stated that production cost is most important because it usually 
contain greatest amount of unnecessary. After having a basic knowledge of cost, it 
would be easier to know the meaning the unnecessary cost. 
 
Unnecessary cost, defined by Mudge (1971), means ‘those cost which do not 
meaningfully contribute to the product to which they accrue.’ Mudge also proposed 
three cause of unnecessary cost:  
1. Mental conditioning: It includes lack of communication, information, ideas, 
honest wrong belief, temporary circumstances and habits and attitudes. It 
essentially means that the inherent character and limitation of human which 
prevent people from enhancing value opportunity and people are not intended. 
2. Mental roadblocks: It means that human nature that stops people from finding 
another solution. As people have their own mental conditioning, they seem to 
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see or make decision according to their mental conditioning, e.g. experience. 
However, mental roadblocks differ from mental conditioning because people are 
intended not to use and adopt new ideas. For instance, after the designer knows 
unnecessary cost was formed from the design, he may insist on his original 
design if he has a mental roadblock. 
3. Faulty communications: It is easy to understand. Miles also expressed the view 
that communication between decision-making group members is an important 
reason for good decision-making. He has also had an experience in 
communication. Better communication allows each member knowing what the 
others doing. Therefore member could take a holistic approach when making 
decision in their own field and so less conflict in decision. This at least saves the 
cost in re-discussing a confirmed but conflicting and unfeasible decision. 
 
Crum (1971) also proposed four reasons for the cause of unnecessary costs: 
1. Management inefficiency complacency: It includes 
i. Lack of value objective: people change decision because it is a job for 
value engineering. Surprisingly, more unnecessary cost is formed 
since they have no objectives but change. Good decision may be 
changed to bad one while bad decision cannot be identified. 
ii. Lack of planning: VE workshops are not planned and participants 
know what they need to do just after they join the workshop. This 
reduces the efficiency since participants need to read through 
information and concentrate on the workshop. Also, if there are no 
plans for the workshop, participant cannot fully concentrate on what 
they are discussing as they need to be clear whether they are doing the 
right things. 
iii. Lack of pressure: as there are many thing need to be discussed in VE 
workshop, time control is essential. Milestones need to be set so that 
participant will be concentrate in specific issue for too long. 
iv. Lack of training: VE is not equal to cost cutting. Therefore VE experts 
are needed to conducting meaningful exercise in enhancing value but 
not just reducing cost. 
2. Inability to apply value considerations: (These are very similar to Mudge 
(1971))  
i. Lack of information 
ii. Lack of communication 
iii. Lack of (good) idea 
3. Human weakness: (These are also very similar to Mudge (1971)) 
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i. Honest wrong believes 
ii. Habit and attitudes 
iii. Gold-plating or playing safe: This means people place good artistic 
design and safety as ultimate goal and not even consider other options 
since they are entrenched in their belief.  
iv. Pride: People do not like their ideas being challenged. It makes 
changes after the recommendation phase of VE workshop becomes 
impossible. 
4. Competitive pressures: People have inadequate time to consider all options due 
to “fast-food” approach in market competition. Therefore the design is just 
satisficing but not maximizing the value. Of course, inadequate consideration 
will lead to more unnecessary cost. Also, value is constantly changing, stop from 
searching the new value will make the product unwelcome and the company 
would be in financial trouble (Mudge (1971). 
 
c. Value versus cost 
 
Value and cost is extensive discussed by researchers in built environment. For 
instance, building economists suggested that use value is the worthiness of an item to 
an economic unit; exchange value is the actual amount of money an economic unit 
pays for a particular item. However, they are rarely discussed in terms of client value 
and client cost.  
 
In spite of discussing how use value of seller and buyer overlaps so that transaction 
occur, Miles (1972) suggested that products should provide a degree of performance 
while the price should be competitive. Also, there should have adequate difference 
between the price of buyer and the producers’ cost so that business can run healthily. 
In contracting, clients are buyers and contractors are sellers. Clients determine the 
goal of the project (goal (specificity) is related and is determined by value which was 
discussed in Leung (2001), interested reader may refer to that). Contractors, as 
building agents, determine the cost to client (contract sum) though the extent is 
arguable (Clients have many specific requirement and lump sum contract in 
traditional procurement but in design and built, clients requirement limited to a brief 
and may be in prime cost basis).  
 
In the view of developers, ‘buyers’ are property owner or facilities users and the 
‘seller’ is developer (client). Also, it is usually the clients who determine the users 
goal (according to the value of users), no matter the decision is made with reference 
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to market demand by speculative developers or facilities user requirements by 
owner-occupiers. Because this is less costly to forecast the user value than allow user 
to consider and vote for their value since client is more sophisticated in determining 
the value. Therefore clients need to determine the “client cost” (all money spent in 
the development) and “client value” (value of ‘buyer’). As clients act as ‘seller’ and 
act on behalf of ‘buyer’ to specify their value, clients need to consider both the client 
cost and client value. However, there are lacks of researches on this topic. For 
instance, clients and contractor can negotiate for the exchange value by market 
mechanism. However, clients can hardly (if they can) negotiate with themselves how 
value is achieved and how cost is minimized. Sometimes clients are satisfied by the 
goal they set before construction. However, after the project is finished, end-users 
may not be satisfied with the goal achieved by the project (e.g., painting is user for 
external wall decoration in luxury apartment; design is inflexible for owner-occupiers 
to relocate their office layout in order to achieve efficiency). Crum (1971) referred it 
as complacence problem. Therefore measures should be taken to minimize 
complacence when clients are deciding their value and cost. 
 
Traditional procurement uses passive means to achieve client cost and client value. 
For instance, in the UK quantity surveyors estimate the cost of project (client cost) 
from the design produced by architect and structural engineer that aim to achieve the 
client goal. In the USA the situation is better since cost engineer discuss the cost 
implication of design with designers after concepts are created. These approaches 
place more emphasis on the design but less on the cost. Therefore even goals of 
clients are achieved by the design, the value is not maximized (Kelly and Male, 1988; 
Barton, 2000; Leung and Liu, 2003). Therefore clients’ value is rarely achieved in 
construction. Value engineering/ value management can be used to help clients to 
identify their value, which in turn clear goals of the projects and thus a clear brief can 
be produced. A clear brief is essential for clients to get good values from the project, 
which is discussed in much literature (Kelly et al., 1993; Green, 1996a; Green, 1996b; 
Green and Simister, 1999; Shen et al., 2004b). 
 
d. Function 
 
The most famous phrase for function is written by Miles (1972) as “All cost are for 
function”. Crum defined function ‘is that which a product does in order to work or 
sell. Mudge (1971) also stated that function could be province, role, duty, office or 
faculty. However, Mudge explain these words vaguely and is too abstract to be 
applied in real life. Miles (1972) make an easier explanation about function. Miles 
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(1972) stated that people want product to help them in doing something and these 
desire are referred to function. Function can be divided into use function that entail 
some action that user wants to be performed, and aesthetic function that user want to 
please. Miles (1972) gave some example for the two functions. For instance, 
concealed wires in motor, nail within the wall of building are only for use function 
while diamond and perfume have only aesthetic function. 
 
2.1.3 Methodology of value engineering 
 
a. Introduction 
 
Methodology of value engineering can be separated into several phases, namely: 
1. Information phase 
2. Speculative or creative phase 
3. Analytical or Evaluation phase 
4. Proposal or development phase 
5. Proposal submission or recommendation phase 
These phases briefly separate different jobs need to be done in different time 
sequentially. However, different value engineering author have different 
interpretation to the job plan. The above job plan is cited by Crum (1971) and 
Dell’Isola (1982). Mudge (1971) has a job plan in which function phase is added in 
between information phase and creation phase. This amendment show different 
researchers have different emphasis on the job plan. Mudge (1971) attempt shows his 
emphasis on function definition. While Miles (1972) has not even mentioned the 
above phases since the first edition of the book attempt to develop the methodology 
by separating job into different phase. However, they are called steps instead of 
phases. Nevertheless, the process Miles (1972) described is quite similar to the above 
5-phase methodology. 
 
b. 40-hour job plan 
 
Value engineering is carried out in value engineering workshop that the above five 
phases are inserted in five consecutive days schedule. This type of schedule is called 
the 40-hour job plan. It is extensively used in the early days of value engineering in 
the USA and the UK. Figure 2.1.1 shows a typical timetable for 40-hour job plan. 
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(Adopted from Macedo, 1978) 
 
c. Information phase 
 
Information phase is conducted in the first day morning of the job plan. According 
the Macedo et al. (1978), information phase has two objectives: 
1. To obtain thorough information of the system, product or process under study 
by rigorous review of all factual data. 
2. To define value problem by function analysis and estimate worthiness of each 
function. 
 
To obtain information, value specialists should firstly find out what facts are required. 
Crum (1971) stated that if essential information cannot be gathered in this phase the 
efficiency of the entire workshop would be lowered. Crum (1971) also mentioned 
that usually data for value engineering could be divided into three categories namely 
1. Application and marketing: These include customers specification and 
requirement, e.g. delivery date and number required, anticipated total market, 
e.g. marketing report, and serviceability and maintenance requirement. 
2. Engineering: This means the technical information of the product or service, e.g. 
raw material, machine, computer system for service industry. 
3. Manufacturing and procurement: It means the process specification, logistic of 
raw material, the utility of material (e.g. tolerance, maintenance), manufacturing 
problem etc. 
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Secondly, value manager should determine how information could be gathered. Much 
literature (Crum, 1971; Mudge, 1971; Dell’Isola, 1982) stated that teamwork and 
cooperation is essential to the success of gathering information. Information can be 
gathered in form of general source and consultation with specialists. For general 
source, it is necessary to approach the owner of the source wisely. Crum (1971) stated 
that they like to be approach with proper deference due to their position, idea and 
person status etc. Also, they require reason and time for providing information since 
they may think you want to do their job and oust them out of their job. They must be 
convinced that value engineering aim to enhance value before they would active 
co-operate in providing information. Crum (1971) also pointed out that reason for 
doing something in certain way could only be obtained from specialists. However, 
when asking specialists about their reason in doing things, they tend to answer 
defensively and emphasize the importance of their doing. Therefore, value engineer 
should obtain information from all specialists and ask for their contribution. This 
would provide a better picture of the reason and specialists view on the product. 
Mudge (1971) mentioned about the usage of information worksheet the drop down 
information but it is not relevant to the methodology. 
 
The next objective of information phase is to define value problem by function 
analysis. Miles (1972) divided the process of function analysis into identifying, 
clarifying and naming function. Miles (1972) also provided a rule of thumb that 
function can only be named by a verb followed by a noun. For example, provide 
laboratory is a function of a standard secondary school in Hong Kong but provide 
laboratory that allow student to do dangerous experiment in fume cupboard is NOT a 
function. Miles (1972) then stated that fume cupboard should be the secondary 
function of provide laboratory, which is the basic function. Miles (1972) defined 
basic function “are those functions for which customer buys the device or service”. 
Laboratory is certainly a device school would like to buy. Secondary function “are 
those functions required to cause or allow the designer’s choice of means for 
accomplishing the basic functions to do so effectively.” Therefore, fume cupboard 
allow students to do experiment safely. However, it is not the only mean to ensure 
student to do dangerous experiment safely and so it is a secondary function. 
 
Also in the way of defining function, value engineering team should seek information 
about the defined function. For instance, material, labour and overhead cost and 
profit margin of the product and each component should be found out. Also, costs and 
profit of product of competitor and cost of alternative component should be found out 
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so that the value engineering team can raise idea in higher quality, as there is more 
information.  
 
After information has been gathered, function analysis is carried out. Function 
analysis aims to estimate the worth of performing function (Macedo et al., 1978). 
Crum (1971) defined nine categories of comparison that should be carried out to 
justify the cost of functions including costs of component performing the same 
function in devices, mechanisms or services, cost of performing similar function, 
costs of items similar in appearance and size, etc. When mentioning practice in the 
USA, a systematic method to carry out function analysis- FAST- would be 
introduced. 
 
d. Speculative or creative phase 
 
Speculative or creative phase will be carried out after the information phase. IN 
creative phase, the workshop participants should raise ideas as many as possible. 
Crum (1971) and Miles (1972) stated that ideas may be raised by combining scattered 
pieces of knowledge and information in the brain. However, it is difficult to create 
idea from pieces of information mind. Therefore, information gathered in the 
information phase could help to provide more information for creativity. Crum (1971) 
also described three techniques to enhance creativity. First, Attribute listing required 
participants to list the attributes of the product and process under investigation. By 
concentrating in each attribute, it is more likely to have more ideas.  
 
Second, Morphological analysis creates ideas by analyzing primary function of a 
product or process. For example, build lift is the primary function. Morphological 
analysis put all the variables into three attributes: 
1. The energy source (e.g. Lift operates by hydraulic, electrical or manual force!!!) 
2. The manner of operation (e.g. electric motor rotate steel wire and the lift, 
hydraulic pump push lift up) 
3. Another variable could be the shape or type of lift (e.g. rectangular or elliptical 
in plan) 
 
Then each variable are put on axis at right angle to each other and each variation is 
put along to axis that looks like figure 2.1.2. By having the 3D rectangular cube, each 
variation can combine with different variations of different variable so that a matrix is 
formed. For instance, electric force may be used to push lift instead of rotating the lift 
up by pulling the wire of the lift. Therefore, the matrix can generate more ideas. 
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(Adopted from Crum (1971)) 
 
Third, Input-Output method can generate more alternative ideas. Firstly, problems are 
defined. Then, the input that causes problem and the desired output are identified. 
Then analysis of the input is carried out to find out the best way to achieve the 
desired output. Crum (1971) stated that it is best to be used in solving complicated 
problem. 
 
Nevertheless, the above are technique to carry out creative phase. Much literature 
(Crum, 1971; Mudge, 1971; Miles, 1972; Macedo et al., 1978; Kelly and Male, 1988) 
stated that the most important element to be creative is the cooperation of participants. 
This problem will be dealt later but it is common from the above literature that no 
judgment should be carried out in creative phase. Firstly it is because ideas in 
creative phase may be wild or ridiculous. If every idea raised is evaluated, participant 
may refuse to raise new ideas. It would greatly decrease the effectiveness of the 
whole workshop as insufficient ideas to be developed into solution. Crum (1971) also 
iterated that “quantity breed quality”. Therefore the aim of creative phase is to raise 
as many ideas as possible no matter the quality.  
 
e. Analytical or Evaluation phase 
 
Analytical or evaluation phase would be carried out if sufficient ideas were generated 
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in creative phase. Ideas created will be evaluated according to their correspondent 
function. It aims to find out the best alternative that gives out best value.  
 
Miles (1972) established a process a evaluate function. Firstly, the value of the ideas 
in creative phase is estimated by Evaluation of Function. The value should not be 
estimated based on past data but based on prime cost, i.e. the actual cost (cost value) 
that bring idea to reality. After all ideas are evaluated, the sum can be used to 
compare with the cost of original design. Crum (1971) has suggested the usage of 
T-chart to conduct this evaluation. Secondly, Evaluation of Functions by Comparison 
is carried out if there is more than one idea for the same function. This is similar to 
Evaluation of Function but costs of different ideas (alternatives) are compared in 
order to find out the alternative with best value. Thirdly, Evaluation of Interacting 
Functions is carried out if the adoption of a particular alternative of one function 
would make the adoption of another alternative of another function change. This 
method takes a comprehensive approach to find out the overall value of alternatives. 
Fourthly, Evaluation of Function from Available Data makes use of past data to 
evaluate alternatives. This method estimates alternatives by their past value. Fifthly, 
participants should Evaluate All Functions by Comparison. Alternatives of each 
function are combined with every alternatives of another function. This results a 
matrix of alternatives in which the best alternatives can be found out from the 
comparison. Figure 2.1.3 show the combination of different alternatives. Lastly, the 
Value of Function Becomes a guide or Measure. After the best value of a particular 
function is estimated, it can be used as a benchmark for today and future evaluation 
of similar functions. 
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Fig. 2.1.3  Evaluation of external wall alternatives using combined scoring 
matrix and alternative analysis 
(Adopted from Norton and McElligott, 1995) 
 
 
Mudge (1971) also suggested that refining and combining ideas for evaluation could 
generate alternatives that can give even better value than the ideas alone. Also 
alternatives raised in the creative phase can still be developed to form a better idea 
before it is evaluated. Since ideas in creative phase may not be organized, further 
development prevents good idea from being sorted out because it does not organize 
and sound.  
 
However, it should be noticed that the evaluation assumed that optimum value could 
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be achieved by comparison. Also, it further assumes that function and alternatives are 
well defined so that quantitative comparison according to the value of each function 
is feasible. However, it is not the case in reality. Due to human limitation, no one can 
get the best value but only the best value in front of him or her. Also, some 
alternatives can hardly be quantified, making quantitative comparison difficult to 
conduct. Lastly, it assumes that to get best value reducing cost is the best way. 
However, it is refuted in nowadays as the concern of client now is to achieve best 
value with affordable cost. Therefore the emphasis is on value instead of cost. 
Therefore methods are proposed to solve the problem that is in the later chapters. 
 
f. Proposal or development phase  
 
Proposal or development phase is the time allocated in the job plan for developing 
alternatives that give the best value. Crum (1971), Mudge (1971) and Miles (1972) 
suggested that specialists and vendors should be consulted in this phase since more 
solid alternatives would be formed. Their knowledge and experience is very helpful 
in offset the VE participants’ bias since they have involved in the project for too long. 
Also, vendors and specialists can provide insight and idea to how the project works. 
Vendors should be more familiar to the product they sold while specialists is familiar 
to the issue of particular idea. By inviting the two people, better idea can be 
developed, as they are the ‘laymen’ to the project. However, participants should be 
aware about the pitfall of vendor and specialist. Firstly, they may be suggesting 
industrial usury (i.e. only the people who suggest the idea know how it operates) that 
may harm the value of the project as the project relies on the specialists and vendor. 
Secondly, participants should be careful about the information specialists and vendors 
present to them since it may be deliberately reorganized to fit their purpose. Lastly, 
participants should not be over enthusiastic to idea specialists and vendors suggest. It 
may be lack of time for them to develop another idea while the idea under 
development is not finished. In another words, time will be insufficient for them to 
develop any idea if they are stuck to a particular idea. 
 
g. Proposal submission or recommendation phase  
 
Proposal submission or recommendation phase is the last phase of value engineering. 
It aims to present the situation of the project and the proposed change of the project 
in order to achieve best value. Mudge (1971) suggested the recommendation should 
be presented according to the following sequence: 
1. Present Facts: All facts collected from the information phase to development 
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phase and is related to the change of project should be presented. All facts 
should be completely correct since your recommendation is based on these facts. 
The correctness of the recommendation is relied on the correctness of the 
information. The information (e.g. design) and problems of the project should be 
presented first. Secondly, the outline of solution is shown which indicate the 
areas participants have been investigated. Then findings regards to the problems 
are presented. After that, the recommended change of the project is shown with 
argument.  
2. Present costs: Costs incurred in the VE workshop, i.e. present cost, 
recommended cost, implementation cost and expected cost savings should be 
accurate and realistic instead of optimistic. Expected cost savings is the most 
important amount and should be presented accurately and should not be 
overstated. Overstated saving is detectable when the project is running. 
3. Team recommendation: the recommendation from the teamwork should be 
presented on the team recommendation worksheet. Wordings on the sheet should 
be short so that client can get the idea of what is changing in a short time. 
4. Project implementation: this presents the actual implementation and operation of 
the proposed change. The implementation should be done before the team 
recommendation is drawn. Because the recommendation is just a summary of 
what will be implemented in the project. For construction industry, the project 
implementation should be written as clear as method statement and specification 
so that instant implementation according to the implementation plans can be 
done. 
 
Crum (1971) also suggested a checklist for the recommendation phase. It contains: 
1. Current Design: the design, cost of the design separates in parts, present 
performance etc, are stated. 
2. Proposed Design: The proposed change, test report of the proposal and forecast 
advantage, including saving in cost and enhance in effectiveness, are stated. 
3. Implementation: the information and requirement support the implementation of 
the proposal is presented 
4. Implementation cost: the cost of implementation in terms of stock, engineering, 
manufacturing and maintenance etc. 
5. Implementation plan and schedule: the implementation plans, progress report, 
monitoring procedure are presented. 
 
Miles (1972) stated that the most important element for implementation is the 
willingness of the decision makers to implement recommendations. Although Miles 
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(1972) alerted the issue regarding to the implementation of decision-making, he 
makes no attempt to improve the situation. Also, it is difficult for the construction 
industry to adopt the 40-hour job plan since there are too much information and 
constraints in which construction professionals cannot optimize the value within 40 
hours. Therefore, more value management methodologies should be developed to 
cope with the problems. 
 
Readers should be aware that the 40-hour job plan is designed to suit the 
manufacturing industry (including construction industry). However, every industry 
has its own characteristics and constraints. Therefore, a more specific model for value 
engineering is needed in order to suit the construction industry. 
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2.2 Practice, objective and process of value engineering/ value management in 
the USA 
 
2.2.1 Value engineering/ value management in the USA context 
 
Value engineering has been adopted in construction industry in 1960’s and became a 
mandatory requirement for Federal government of the USA contract in 1973. Miles 
(1972) stated that unfunctioning cost in construction industry has a higher proportion 
than other industries. Firstly, design detail often repeated from job to job. For 
instance, Electrical and mechanical services are the same for the public housing 
project in Hong Kong. Therefore designers have no attempt to consider the cost and 
value of the design. Secondly, designers choose material according to the suitability 
of the material to function. No consideration is made in whether other materials could 
perform that function too. Lastly, construction jobs involve three businesses: architect, 
engineer and contractor. Coordination is therefore a great problem in construction 
industry. While in other industry, for example the manufacturing industry, engineers 
of the company is responsible for design, engineering and production of the product, 
which decisions made on the product is more consistent and so less problems. Also, 
Miles (1972) has mentioned the importance of the life cycle cost to construction 
projects. However, Miles (1972) has not attempted to solve the problems for the 
construction industry. Also, he did not mention how life cycle cost can be integrated 
into value engineering. Lastly, he stated that the value engineering methodology used 
in construction is very similar to other industry.  
 
Miles (1972), Macedo et al. (1978) and Dell’Isola (1982) explained in detail about 
the VE workshop in the USA and even though explanations are based on the 40-hour 
job plan. Nevertheless, the last two propose a new element to value engineering, i.e. 
Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) and life cycle costing. 
 
2.2.2 Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) 
 
FAST is developed by Charles W. Bytheway that makes use the logic of “how?” and 
“why?” to find out the function of product or process and sort them into different 
level. This technique is extremely useful in functional analysis which function of 
product or process are scattered and not in a system. FAST help those functions to be 
sorted into a hierarchy so the workshop participant can collect information and 
conduct creative phase systematically (Dell’Isola, 1982). A FAST diagram would be 
produced after FAST is carried out. The diagram shows the function that requires to 
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be considered and alternative ideas that needs to be generated in the creative phase.  
 
Dell’Isola (1982) stated that FAST could be drawn by taking one particular function 
and asking how that function is being done and how it should be done. As the 
function is composed by a verb followed by a noun. The question for “how?” is 
“How do I (verb) (noun)?” and the question for “why?” is “Why do I (verb) (noun)?” 
By doing these, the answer for these questions can be another function and the 
process of questioning continues until a hierarchy is formed. Figure 2.2.1 is a 
simplified example of a hierarchy showing how transparency and light help teaching 
and why teaching needs transparency and light.  
 
 
(Adopted from Miles (1972)) 
 
After the simple diagram is produced, Dell’Isola (1982) suggested the functions that 
are in same importance should be considered. As the simple diagram only showed 
one function under the studied, the linkage between functions that aims to perform 
the primary function is important. Dell’Isola (1982) suggested that function that does 
not have a time sequence relationship should be shown below or above a particular 
function in a horizontal line of functions. Function perform earlier should be out at 
higher level while for function that happen all the time (e.g. aesthetic function) 
should be placed at the upper part of extreme right. Fig 2.2.2 showed a typical FAST 
diagram adopted from Dell’Isola (1982). 
 
Two vertical dash lines are drawn on the FAST diagram to define the scope of value 
engineering problem being studied. Function between the two dash lines would be 
studied and the functions outside the dash line on the left are primary functions while 
those on the right are of the lowest order. An example of finished FAST diagram is 
shown in Fig 2.2.3, which is adopted from Dell’Isola (1982). 
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After the diagram is constructed, a functionally oriented cost model could be 
produced, as show in Figure 2.2.4. It is produced to find out the cost sensitive 
functions. Since some VE workshops only deal with cost sensitive functions, FAST is 
very important to provide a framework for investigation. In addition, FAST provides 
an overview about the cost and function distribution so that cash flow model and cost 
sensitive function can be deduced and modified. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2.4    An example of cost modeling  
 
2.2.3 Life cycle costing 
 
Dell’Isola (1997) defined life cycle costing (LCC) as “the process of making an 
economic assessment of an item, area, system, or facility by considering significant 
costs of ownership over an economic life, expressed in terms of equivalent costs.” 
The aim of LCC is to reduce cost of ownership of building by considering total cost. 
Miles (1972) stated that Dell’Isola defined total cost as “construction, operation, 
maintenance and replacement.” LCC is considered in value engineering since one of 
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the aim of value engineering, as defined by Miles (1972), is to reduce cost of the 
product or process. Dell’Isola (1997) stated that LCC has an impact to decision 
maker in the designing of the building. It is because the cost of running and 
maintenance of building is varied according to the design. If the design required high 
maintenance and running cost, even if it is the design with lowest cost, it would not 
be considered. Because cost of maintenance and running are borne by owners. 
Therefore, cost to owners has not been reduced if the operation and maintenance cost 
is high. It is only the matter when the owners pay.  
 
Based on the above concept, life cycle costing is developed and Macedo et al. (1978) 
and Dell’Isola (1997) has articulated a mathematical model in deciding and 
evaluating life cycle cost. Then integration of LCC into value engineering is proposed 
so that the scope of consideration in value engineering is extended from product and 
process development to product and process life cycle, i.e. to the end of the product 
and process. 
 
2.2.4 Alternative forms of VE/VM 
 
Kelly and Male (1988) mention some technical aspect of VE/ VM. For example, it 
mentions that VE/ VM should be carried out at the sketch design stage according to 
the RIBA plan of work. It then stated that participants in VE/ VM workshop should 
be about 6-8 people and professional should be more appreciated than laymen as they 
may always ask about technical issues. Moreover, despite of the formal 40-hour 
workshop, Kelly and Male (1988) has stated some other feature of the USA practice. 
Firstly, it presented other approach to value management namely: 
1. The Charette: This approach conduct value management at the end of the 
inception stage according to the RIBA plan of work. VM will be conducted by 
client representatives and design team under the chairmanship of a value 
management team coordinator (VMTC). After the client has presented the brief, 
participant will suggest ideas for improvement. After the session of suggesting 
ideas, all participants will discuss to accept or reject the ideas. The VMTC will 
record the decision and those accepted idea would form part of the brief or 
provide direct to design team. The duration can be as short as 2 day 
2. Value management audit: The audit is setup up parent company to assess to 
suitability and feasibility of projects proposed by subsidiaries. It can be carried 
out in form of the Charette and 40-hour workshop. The audit aims to ensure that 
subsidiaries decision is correct and achieve value-for-money. 
3. Contractor’ s Change Proposal: It is a proposal submitted by contractor to client 
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to enhance value and (or) reduce cost of the project. If the contract is awarded to 
that contractor, it can enjoy part of the cost reduced by its proposal. For instance, 
US government contract contain a value incentive clause (see Appendix A) to 
encourage contractor to submit proposal. The amounts awarded by the US 
government are 55% for fixed price (lump sum in the UK) contracts and 25% for 
cost reimbursement contracts. 
4. VE/ VM workshop carried out by certified value specialists (CVS) is mandatory 
for government contract. 
 
These alternative forms are used quite often according to the situation. It is because 
these forms are more flexible than the formal 40-hour job plan. However, as Chapter 
2.3.1 mentions, these forms of VE/VM was not used in the UK. 
 
2.2.5 Conclusion 
 
This section has introduced the practice, objective and process of value engineering 
in the USA. The practice and the process of value engineering in the USA is quite 
similar to the 40-hour job plan in previous sector. However, Functional Analysis 
System Technique (FAST) and Life cycle costing is integrated into the process of value 
engineering so that the 40-hour job plan model can fit better in the construction 
industry. For the objective of the value engineering, it is been revealed from the 
literature that the intention of the practitioners is to use value engineering to reduce 
the cost, preferably life cycle cost, by cross-checking whether costs fulfill functions 
(the goals set according to client’s value). In short, value engineering aims to reduce 
cost. Although there is some research suggesting alternative VE objectives (Macedo 
et al., 1978), they are not further developed. Lastly, there are some alternative forms 
of value engineering in the USA that provide more flexible to VE users. 
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2.3 Practice, objective and process of value engineering/ value management in 
the UK 
 
2.3.1 Value engineering/ value management in the UK context 
 
Research in value engineering/ value management in the UK started mainly on 1980’s 
as most of the literature (except Crum, 1971 and little other author) is written at that 
time. However, UK practitioners and researchers, especially those in construction 
industry, preferred to called the approach as value management. However, this section 
will concentrate on the practice, objective and process of VE/ VM instead of the 
definition. Definition of VE and VM will be dealt in next section. 
 
Nevertheless, the formal 40-hour job plan and alternative forms of VE/VM described 
in Chapter 2.2.4 are not common in the UK. Moreover, there is more literature in the 
UK dealing with the operation and management of value engineering. Therefore, in 
practice, objective and process of value engineering in the UK deviates from value 
engineering in the USA and is renamed as value management. 
 
a. Problems in implementing VE in the UK 
 
When value engineering is practiced in construction industry of the UK, resistance 
from professional formed and clients are not persuaded in using value engineering. 
The reasons are several folds. Firstly, professional has misconception that value 
engineering is an implied practice of architect, quantity surveyor and engineer in 
design and cost planning. However, architect concern mainly on design and cost limit 
is their only concern in costing. While quantity surveyor is competent in costing, he/ 
she has little power to comment on design unless the design is over budget. Engineer 
provides low-cost engineering but they are not competent in costing. Therefore, each 
party does their “value engineering” piece by piece. Eventually value has not been 
enhanced much (Male and Kelly, 1989).  
 
Secondly, Professionalism prevents a better implementation of value management 
(Male and Kelly, 1989). Professionals in the UK are more entrenched to their 
profession and do not intend to adopt new concept unless they are proved to be useful. 
However, there are few value engineering workshop has been setup, professional has 
no ideas to how value engineering work. Eventually, they will not promote VE and 
will not persuade clients to adopt VE in their projects. While clients becomes more 
sophisticated in running projects (Green 1996a), their first image to value engineering 
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is time wasting since they do not know the advantages of VE.  
 
Thirdly, Green (1996a) indicated that since client is becoming more sophisticated and 
bigger, decision-making is much complicated than simple organizations which are 
usually manufacturers. As VE included a lot of decisions, subjective judgments are 
sometimes required. However, it is almost impossible for decision maker to come up 
with clearly defined solution. Therefore, clients may not want to waste time in 
making their subjective decisions by VE. 
 
b. Emergence of value management in the UK 
 
Eventually, value management is derived from value engineering for the use in the 
UK, particularly in the construction industry. Differences and objectives of value 
engineering and value management will be dealt in next section. 
 
Green (1992b) is the first who discuss value engineering in terms of decision making. 
Green (1992b) stated that VE is good in providing a “creative problem-solving” 
method, its effectiveness can be further enhanced. He argued that VE is actually a 
decision conference which participants in VE workshop discuss to make decision. 
However, the approach of VE is to optimize the value of the project by reducing the 
cost as much as possible (and keeping it functioning at the same level). Although it 
works when cost overspend happen, it cannot enhance the value of projects, which is 
fairly defined and specified. Green (1992b) explained that it is due to the complexity 
of the project which maximization of the value of building is impossible. Moreover, 
bounded rationality prevents participants to consider all option in an extremely 
objective way.  
 
2.3.2 SMART methodology 
 
Green (1992b) then suggested that requisite decision model in which decision is made 
by group consensus and  (SMART) should be integrated into value engineering. 
Requisite decision model help participants in deciding value-for-money according to 
their views (subjective decision) and use it to achieve economic target (objective 
sense).  
 
SMART methodology helps participants to weight different objectives so that 
objective with heaviest weight can be evaluated and improved first in workshop. 
Details are dealt in later subsection. Also, since construction industry of the UK is 
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different from the USA in term of working practice, procurement methodology and 
institution arrangement, different models are articulated to fit the industry, namely the 
two-stage briefing process and Kelly and Male methodology. 
 
SMART methodology was initiated by Green (1992a, 1992b) which element of 
decision making and business practice is integrated into the original value 
engineering methodology initiated by Miles.  
 
a. Problems of value engineering in the UK 
 
Green (1994) gave a detail explanation on the SMART value management 
methodology. It firstly addressed the problems in using value engineering in the UK. 
Construction projects always have unclear and conflicting objective. For instance, 
different departments of the client’s organization may suggest building conference 
rooms for their own, but the most cost effective way is to share conference rooms 
between departments. It is an obviously conflicting objective of client. However, a 
smaller department may have higher demand in conference room that bigger 
department (e.g. finance department) as the smaller one may require to have frequent 
conference with outside. This is where the objective is unclear. By value engineering, 
sharing conference rooms will make the smaller department difficult to conduct 
conference and so the objective of client cannot be fulfilled. The hard system thinking 
of value engineering failed to solve soft issues of conflicting objectives, internal 
politics and contrasting value judgment. Green (1994) argued that a shared social 
reality should be established to solve multi-perspective human problem situation by 
learning.  
 
Secondly, Green (1994, 1996b) stated the assumption made by value engineering, 
namely: 
1. Function of the component being studied is an objective characteristic which 
remains constant over time. 
2. Each alternative design solution provides an equivalent level of performance 
3. Clients are unitary in nature and able to articulate objective which are both 
consistent and transitive. 
4. Problem in project can be identified and is well structured. 
However, the above situations are seldom, if not never, exist in construction industry. 
Therefore a better model of value engineering is necessary to solve the problem. 
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b. Methodology of SMART value management 
 
Thirdly, Green (1996b) started to portray to model. It is based on the concept of the 
5-phase 40-hour workshop. However, SMART methodology split the workshop into 
two, one is carried out after the briefing process (VM1), and another is after the 
outline proposal stage of the RIBA plan of work (VM2). Both are one-day workshop.  
 
Objective of VM1 is to validate the decision in building a new facility. Then project 
objective are made clear and understandable to all parties. The processes of VM1 are: 
1. Identify the stakeholders: All interest groups related to the project should be 
identified and participated by senior level. This ensures all groups’ values are 
integrated into the project. They are actually called of participants throughout the 
dissertation. 
2. Information: participants discuss and agree on the objective of the design 
according to their value. 
3. Structuring of objectives: This phase is similar to the function analysis in 
traditional value engineering. However, value tree is used for structuring 
objective instead of FAST or other technique. Figure 2.3.1 shows a typical value 
tree. Value tree is developed by Pitz and Reidel (1984) and is used to construct 
values into a hierarchy. The major difference between FAST and value tree is 
that only one objective can be the prime objective and it overrides all objectives. 
Moreover, objectives in value tree are not strict at using a verb and a noun to 
represent the objective. Also, objective is used instead of function in FAST. This 
change makes the value management an objective oriented system instead of 
function-oriented system.  
4. Speculation: participants raise idea in how to enhance the delivery of objective 
by the project. The way to create idea is similar to value engineering. 
5. Evaluation: ideas from the previous stage are evaluated in term of cost and 
feasibility. 
6. Development: Chosen idea in the previous stage will be developed into 
alternatives for the project. 
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Good conditions 
for staff    Office size 
        
        Convenience of staff commuting 
        
        Office attractiveness 
        
        Office privacy  
        
      Availability of parking 
        
   
Easy access for 
patients    Closeness to patients' homes 
A 
'good' 
health 
centre        
       Access to public transport 
        
    
Suitability of 
space    No. of consulting rooms 
        
        Suitability of reception area 
        
       Storage space 
        
   
Administrative 
convenience    Adequacy of space for secretaries 
       
      Flexibility of layout 
Fig. 2.3.1  A typical value tree for a ‘good’ health centre 
(Adopted from Green, 1996b) 
 
After VM1, participants would verify whether the design option is correct. Also, 
developed ideas from the workshop will help design team to define the scope of 
feasibility studies and design according to the common value of all participants 
 
Objectives of VM2 are to ensure whether the choice in outline proposal is appropriate 
and can enhance the value of the project. Also, VM2 validates the objectives defined 
in VM1. The processes of VM2 are: 
1. Information: participants will discuss whether the value hierarchy of VM1 (the 
value tree) is still valid. Also, information about the alternative ideas in VM1 
will be presented. 
2. Structuring of Objectives: the objectives in VM1 and new objectives identified 
in the information stage of VM2 will be restructured and another value tree with 
better structure is constructed.  
3. Assignment of importance weights: branches of value will be assigned with 
weightings. The weighting shows difference of the important of each objective. 
Green (1994) stated that these weighting should be assigned by discussion and 
negotiating. Voting should be avoided since it will cover the value of specific 
participants so that values of all participants do not fully direct the design and 
construction. Figure 2.3.2 shows an example of a weighted value tree. 
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  (0.43)   (0.39)
    
Good conditions 
for staff    Office size (0.17)
      (0.21)
        Convenience of staff commuting (0.09)
      (0.14)
        Office attractiveness (0.06)
      (0.14)
        Office privacy  (0.06)
      (0.12)
      Availability of parking (0.05)
  (0.24)   (0.5) 
   
Easy access for 
patients    Closeness to patients' homes (0.12)
A 'good' 
health 
centre      (0.5) 
       Access to public transport (0.12)
  (0.19)   (0.52)
    
Suitability of 
space    No. of consulting rooms (0.10)
      (0.32)
        Suitability of reception area (0.06)
      (0.16)
       Storage space (0.03)
  (0.14)   (0.64)
   
Administrative 
convenience    Adequacy of space for secretaries (0.09)
     (0.36)
      Flexibility of layout (0.05)
Fig. 2.3.2  An example of a weighted value tree for a ‘good’ health centre 
(Adopted from Green, 1996b) 
 
4. Evaluation: the value tree will be used to evaluate different ideas since it 
represented the value of the group. By using 0-100 scales, each idea are 
evaluated by each objectives, then the mark is multiplied by the weighting 
determined before. The marks evaluated by all objectives are added to give the 
total marks. Figure 2.3.3 is an example of a decision matrix where marks of each 
alternative are added. 
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   a b c d e f g Total
  
Weight of 
importance 
(0-1) 0.29 0.02 0.04 0.12 0.05 0.20 0.29  
1 Design Option A 70 30 60 40 20 10 20 36.9
2 Design Option B 90 80 60 70 60 20 80 68.7
3 Design Option C 50 40 40 10 40 80 50 50.6
4                   
5                   
6                   
7                   
8                   
9                   
10          
Score each design option against each attribute on a scale of 1-100  
Fig. 2.3.3  An example of a decision matrix 
(Adopted from Green, 1994) 
 
5. Sensitivity analysis: the analysis aims to test whether one weighting of the value 
tree is changed, the result of the evaluation will be changed. The weighting 
scheme of participants which deviate a lot from the group can be used for 
sensitivity analysis. This can ensure the change of value weighting will not affect 
the result. 
6. Cost/ value reconciliation: the process compared the distribution of cost with the 
distribution of value by means of the weighting. For example, if an objective 
with weighting 0.1 but cost 40% of the project, the method in achieving this 
objective should be revised since the cost it spent does not reflect its value. 
7. Marginal Value Improvement: The objective identified for cost not proportional 
to its value in the previous stage will be solved in this stage. Brainstorming 
session would be held to generate idea.  
 
For structuring of objectives, it should avoid objectives that present in all solutions, 
for example safety, to be presented in each alternatives, since it will need more time 
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to evaluate repeated ideas while one day workshop does not afford to do that. Also, it 
may bring problem to evaluation since the repeated item may have different 
weighting in different ideas. Green (1996b) the value hierarchy technique is 
“concerned with establishing a shared perception of the design objectives amongst the 
stakeholders. It is not concerned with the identification of some sort of ‘underlying 
truth’”. Therefore in constructing value tree, it should be a consensus between 
participant and the decision should not be voted against, or agree on other ides in 
exchange for the agreement of other to own ideas (Male and Kelly, 1989).  
 
Evaluation of cost is carried out in the weighted evaluation. After the “marks” of each 
alternative are calculated, the marks, called value by Green (1996b), are divided by 
the cost of particular alternatives. Therefore, cost will not be a consideration in the 
weighting process. It helps participants to identify the value of the project by 
temporarily taking out the cost consideration. 
 
c. Differences in SMART methodology and value engineering 
 
Methodology of SMART value management recognizes the traditional value 
engineering is unable to identify that “achieving the required functions 
cost-effectively” is inadequate to provide value for client. SMART methodology 
allows participants to learn in the course of value management so that they can share 
the same value system by the value tree. This is important for participants to work 
harmony in future. Also, SMART methodology allows participants to discuss their 
common value before mathematical formulae are used. Therefore participants’ 
subjective view can be considered by objective method while value engineering 
requires only objective (hard system) thinking to achieve value. It seems SMART 
methodology can achieve client value better. 
 
2.3.3 Two stage briefing process 
 
Two stage briefing process is presented by Kelly et al. (1993) in which the process is 
designed to fit the UK procurement system. The process has two briefing instead of 
one in the RIBA plan of work. The first briefing (actually is a workshop) deals the 
strategic management which identify the organization need to build. The second 
briefing deal with tactical management decision which include the decision in 
performance specification of building. 
 
The first briefing allow decision maker in the project to understand the client 
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organization and their need so that an evaluation of the build solution can be 
processed. The project strategy is evaluated by business strategy to see whether the 
project help in the business. While the business strategy is evaluated by corporate 
strategy to see whether the business strategy is consistent to the strategy of the 
organization. After the evaluation is finished, it is recorded in the policy brief. 
 
The second briefing process aims to decide tactical management decision which 
client process and/ or activities are identified. In this stage project specific issue will 
be discussed, for example the accommodation of client organization. Clients and 
decision maker (project participants) with value management team coordinator will 
discuss in this stage.  
 
However, Kelly et al. (1993) found that the third stage should be added. It is because 
charette provides a structure to critique the brief after they are produced. Therefore 
the actual model Kelly et al. (1993) developed is a three-stage briefing process. 
Figure 2.3.4 shows the theoretical framework of the three-stage briefing process. 
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Fig. 2.3.4  The three-stage briefing process 
(Adopted from Kelly et al., 1993) 
 
2.3.4 Kelly and Male methodology 
 
Male et al. (1998a) present another model of value management methodology. The 
aims of Male et al. (1998a) is to benchmark the practice of value management by 
identifying current problem and present a new model to solve those. 
 
Male et al. (1998a) identified that pre-workshop input has not been mentioned in 
previous literature. It argued that value management started at pre-workshop which 
the VMTC is appointed and the VMTC is required to find information about the 
product or process under studied. The information found would be the agenda of the 
VM workshop and provide a framework guiding the workshop (Male et al., 1998a). 
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Male et al. (1998a) also stated in further detail what should be done in the 
information and creative phase of workshop. Four levels of information should be 
gathered in the information phase namely: 
Level 1: Task- the reason for constructing buildings 
Level 2: Space- how the organization use space 
Level 3: Elements- how the building is built to perform its functions 
Level 4: Components- the function of each component 
Level 1 information allows participants to evaluate client’s strategic aims. Level 2 
information provides participants an idea of the project. Level 3 and 4 information are 
more technical and is used when an idea is developed in more detail. Figure 2.3.5 
slows the usage of different level information gathered to different stage of work 
according to the RIBA plan of work. This 4 level provide the VMTC a guideline to 
gather information. 
 
a b A B C D E F G H I J K L 
Project 
awareness 
Client 
develop. 
Inception Feasibility Outline 
proposals
Scheme 
design 
Detail 
design
Production 
information
Bills of 
quantities
Tender 
action
Project 
planning 
Site 
operations 
Completion Feedback
Pre-brief Briefing Concept Design Detail Design Site Operation 
                
Level 1: Concept             
                
  Level 2: Spaces           
Organization Structure              
Technical Structure                             
     Level 3: Elements       
                
       Level 4: Components 
 
Fig. 2.3.5  The level of decision encountered in the project life cycle 
(Adopted from Kelly and Male (1993)) 
 
Male et al. (1998a) stated that ideas in creative phase could be scanned before it is 
accepted so that ideas having no potential would not be considered. Male et al. 
(1998a) categorized ideas according to their ease of implementation, namely: 
1. Easy to implement: no major change to design 
2. Difficult to implement: some redesign is required 
3. Very difficult to implement: Shift of client objectives would occur and more 
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redesign happens. 
By categorization, ideas having many difficulties would not be discarded since all 
ideas would try to be fitted into these categories. If they cannot be fitted in, they will 
be discarded not because of difficulties, but no potentials in further development. 
 
After all issues and problem in value management is identified, Male et al. (1998a) 
developed the Kelly and Male methodology by adding the pre-study information 
phase to traditional value engineering model, which it represents the pre-workshop 
work carried out by the VMTC. Figure 2.3.6 shows diagrammatically the Kelly and 
Male methodology. Apart from that, Male et al. (1998a) address several issues of 
value management, which are the process and policy issues. 
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Fig 2.3.6  The Kelly and Male methodology 
(Adopted from Male et al., 1998a) 
 
a. Process issues 
 
Male et al. (1998a) stated that certification system would enhance the quality of VM. 
Also two VMTC or value management team should be used so to bring more 
dynamic to the study. In addition, Male et al. (1998a) stated that value management 
should be carried throughout the project cycle. Promotion is also a problem in the UK 
 
b. Policy issues 
 
Male et al. (1998a) stated that certification of facilitators; legislation for the use of 
VM and development of standard is necessary to benchmark VM practice. 
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c. Critique to Kelly and Male methodology 
 
Although the methodology provides better system in pre-study, information and 
creative phase, benchmarking does not enhance the effectiveness of VM. Also, 
although mandatory use of VM increases the demand of VMTC, clients may be even 
more resistant to VM than now. It is because VM cost them just because legislation 
requirement. Moreover, VM would be a process like drawing submission and client 
would not enjoy the benefit of value management. Lastly, the number of VMTC is 
inadequate to cope with greatly increased demand of VMTC. This may cause delay to 
project since VM is mandatory or VMTC with less experience will conduct VM. This 
may hamper the reputation and benefit of VM. 
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2.4 Comparison of practice, objective and process of value engineering/ value 
management between the UK and the USA 
 
2.4.1 Introduction of VE and VM 
 
Above sections has avoided making definition of value engineering to know the 
context of VE/ VM before definition is set. This approach would present a better 
concept in the course of reading would be able to see the difference between VE and 
VM 
 
Crum (1971) defined value engineering at that time is: 
 
The application of value analysis technique in the main design and 
development phase. 
 
However, Crum (1971) defined value engineering without referring to value analysis 
as: 
 
A disciplined procedure directed towards the achievement of 
necessary functions for minimum cost without detriment to quality, 
reliability, performance and delivery. 
 
While Mudge (1971) defined according to Society of American Value Engineers 
(SAVE) that: 
 
Value Engineering is the systematic application of recognized 
techniques which identify the function of a product or service, 
establish a monetary value for that function, and provide the 
necessary function reliability at the lowest overall cost. 
 
Dell’Isola (1982) stated that value engineering and value analysis, value management 
and value control are used synonymously and he defined value engineering as: 
 
The creative organized approach whose objective is to optimize 
cost and/ or performance of a facility or system. 
 
Kelly and Male (1988) is a major literature in value management in 1980’s. It stated 
that value management is “the most appropriate term for use in the UK construction 
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industry.” It also stated that value engineering and value analysis are extensively used 
in the USA. However, it failed to differentiate VE and VM. 
 
Green (1992a) stated, “There is no real distinction between ‘value management’ and 
‘value engineering’”. 
 
When researchers are using value engineering and value management synonymously, 
Kelly et al. (1993) defined value management is: 
 
An organized, systematic, structured, team oriented approach to 
attain optimum value by providing the necessary functions at the 
least cost without prejudice to specified quality and performance.  
 
However in Green (1994) value engineering and value management is differentiated. 
Value engineering is: 
 
A systematic procedure direct towards the achievement of the 
required functions at least cost. Value engineering is based on the 
assumption that all parties share the understanding of the functions 
being provided. Further, it is assumed that all feasible design 
alternatives provide the same level of functional performance, and 
can therefore be assessed on the basis of cost alone. Within this 
frame of reference, an increase in value can be directly related to a 
reduction of cost. 
 
While value management is: 
 
A structured process of dialogue and debate among a team of 
designers and decision makers during an intense short-term 
conference. The primary objective of value management is to 
develop a common understanding of the design problem, identify 
explicitly the design objectives, and synthesize a group consensus 
about the comparative merits of alternative courses of action. 
Value management makes no pretence about finding optimal 
answers; it is solely concerned with establishing a common 
decision framework around which participants can think and 
communicate. 
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In Green (1999a) the definition of value management has changed to: 
 
A structured approach to defining what value means to a client in 
meeting a perceived need by establishing a clear consensus about 
the project objectives and how they can be achieved. 
 
Lastly, Kelly and Male (2004) eventually make definition to VE and VM. VE means: 
 
The term used to describe a subset of the value management 
process, where the focus is on improving value in the design and 
construction stages of the ‘technical project’. This is the manner in 
which the business project is translated into the requirement for a 
built facility through design and construction. Value engineering 
has more application to the concepts of quality assurance. 
 
And the definition of VM in Kelly and Male (2004) is: 
 
A service that maximizes the functional value of a project by 
managing its development from concept to use through the audit of 
all decisions against a value system determined by the client. 
 
Also SAVE now uses the term ‘value methodology’ as a collective to describe all 
methodology that enhance value. Therefore VM, VE, value analysis are one of the 
value methodology. After reviewing definition set by main authors in value industry, 
better definition of VE and VM would be made to reduce confusion of term in the 
industry. 
 
2.4.2 Definition of value engineering 
 
In the section describing practice and objective of VE/ VM in the USA, it is obvious 
to see to aim of value engineering is to reduce cost in order to enhance value. Crum 
(1971) and Mudge (1971) stated VE is to minimize cost and Dell’Isola (1982) stated 
that VE aims to optimize cost. These attitudes show that value engineering is a hard 
system which the underlying assumption to VE is that everything is rational and 
clearly defined and structured (Green, 1994). Therefore, the definition of VE made by 
SAVE, i.e. 
 
Value Engineering is the systematic application of recognized 
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techniques which identify the function of a product or service, 
establish a monetary value for that function, and provide the 
necessary function reliability at the lowest overall cost. 
 
quoted by Mudge (1971) is comprehensive enough to portray what value engineering 
is. 
 
2.4.3 Definition of value management 
 
For the definition of value management, it is more difficult to make it explicit. 
Initially, VM researchers in UK intend to make VE and VM anonymously, examples 
are Kelly and Male (1988), Green and Popper (1990), Green (1992a). However, due 
to differences in working practice, procurement system and institutional arrangement, 
value methodology adopted in the UK started to be deviated from the USA. Green 
(1992b) initiated the deviation by stating that value engineering in construction 
industry is inadequate to enhance value in construction. Therefore decision making 
theory, e.g. SMART developed by Edwards (1977) and value tree by Ritz and Riedel 
(1984) is integrated into value engineering.  
 
The result of integration is in Green (1992a) and Green (1994). Green (1994) 
explicitly stated that hard system thinking of value engineering is inadequate to 
address and solve soft system problem, i.e. conflicting and unclear objectives. The 
method in tackling the soft system problem by SMART is dealt in previous section. 
 
As value management develops, more and more elements of decision-making and 
participants’ interaction are added to enhance the effectiveness of value management, 
e.g. soft system methodology (SSM), Strategic Choice and Strategic options 
development and analysis (SODA). However, in practice value management is based 
on the approach in SMART and Kelly and Male methodology. It is due to the time 
constraint of value management. In this sense, the author suggested the definition of 
value management in Green (1999a) can be used as the background and new element 
is added to describe value management in a comprehensive way. 
 
A structured approach to defining what value means to a client in 
meeting a perceived need by establishing a clear consensus about 
the project objectives which is relatively subjective. But project 
objectives can be evaluated by objective method so that the 
development of the project can be managed and the method to 
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achieve the objective is made known. 
 
The most powerful aspect of value management is to turn a subjective value into an 
objective and clearly defined product or process with measure to monitor. However, 
there are no literature addresses this issue. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Development Of The Draft New Methodology 
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After the presentation of current research of Value Management (VM) methodology, 
the advantages and disadvantages of different VM methodologies are compared. Then, 
new approaches of VM are presented. Then, the essential elements of a VM 
methodology is summarized from the previous two sections. Having the essential 
elements of a VM methodology, the new methodology is drafted. The draft new 
methodology should be all essential elements in order to address the issues in VM, e.g. 
flexibility, creativity etc. 
 
3.1 The advantages and disadvantages of different Value Management 
methodologies 
 
3.1.1 The advantages of different Value Management methodologies 
 
a. SMART methodology 
 
i. Better arrangement of job plan 
SMART methodology splits the traditional single workshop into two in which 
different problems can be solved by conducting each workshop using a different 
methodology. For example, VM1 aims to evaluate the correctness of carrying on with 
the project. While VM2, having a different structure to VM1, aims to verify whether 
the previous decisions achieve value for clients and adding value to decisions made 
after VM1. Also, by identifying common project objectives which are agreed between 
stakeholders, a meaningful value tree can be constructed and so a consensus is built 
among stakeholders. It is regarded the learning process between stakeholders. 
 
ii. Benefit after the workshop 
The benefit of learning from each other is not limited only to the decisions made and 
evaluated in the workshop, but also to subsequent problems and issues. Firstly, 
stakeholders would know the implications of their own decisions on other participants 
or stakeholders. Therefore, active discussion between stakeholders is elicited after the 
workshop and problems that were not considered in the workshop could be solved. 
For example, if the architect knows that altering the design would lead to the building 
services engineer (BSE) having to totally redesign the building services, then having 
learnt more about the nature of BSE activities in practice and particularly for this 
project, the architect would have discussions with the BSE so that subsequent 
problems such as building services redesign could be minimized. 
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iii. Better working relationships 
Secondly, since stakeholders can learn from each other, relationships could be 
enhanced. Thus when problems appear after the workshops, stakeholders can gather 
together and discuss for comprehensive solutions rather than solving by their own by 
piecemeal solutions. Also, stakeholders can actively identify and solve problems in 
areas which all stakeholders are not contractually responsible. This is important in the 
construction industry since one stakeholder cannot solve all problems. For example, 
cost management is a broad issue and requires all stakeholders to cooperate. However, 
in Hong Kong it is usually the job of the Quantity Surveyor (QS). Nevertheless, the 
QS has no input regarding to the construction cost unless it is over the cost limit or 
fails to achieve value-for-money. The architect usually designs according to a cost 
target and if it were not over the cost target, the architect would not consider cost 
issues. Therefore, both parties set the cost limit or cost target as their job boundary 
and may not consider the design in term of value for the client. Eventually, although 
both the architect and the QS can achieve their professional standards, the client may 
get something that is not useful (Kelly and Male 1988). However, by using the 
SMART methodology, both the architect and the QS would contact each other to 
discuss the issue of value to the client and may invite the client, as a stakeholder, to 
join the discussion. This cannot normally be achieved in practice if all parties just 
work up to their job boundaries. 
 
iv. Effect of SMART vs. effect of conventional methodologies 
It is arguable that traditional value management methodology can also achieve the 
above objectives. However, it is further argued that traditional value management 
concentrate mainly on technical issues. Although some methodologies are more 
strategic than the traditional one, such as the Two Stage Briefing Process, they have 
only considered on stakeholders’ interactions but not the learning between 
stakeholders and subsequent interactions. Another argument is that a competent 
project manager who is skillful on interpersonal relationships can achieve the benefit 
stated above by exercising his management skills. However, the project manager 
cannot exercise his skill systematically by himself. Also, management skills are vague 
and not well-developed when compared with SMART methodology. For example, 
system theory can identify the coordination problem. However, system theory cannot 
suggest any practical solution. Rather, SMART methodology has applied system 
theory in which it can bring stakeholders, used to work independently, together to 
solve problems. 
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b. Kelly and Male Methodology 
 
i. Rigid framework for analysis 
Kelly and Male methodology provide tools to identify and classify value problems so 
that the effectiveness in solving value problems is enhanced. Firstly, the four-level 
analysis, as described in the previous chapter, provides a rigid framework for 
facilitators and participants to find out what the problems are and classify them into 
the four levels. Then analysis of each level is carried out separately so that different 
techniques can be applied to problems of different levels.  
 
ii. Enhance effectiveness 
In addition, classifying ideas according to their ease of implementation helps 
participants to concentrate on easier solutions first. This approach enhances the 
effectiveness of the workshop by doing easier things first and avoiding evaluation of 
difficult ideas at the beginning of the evaluation. Therefore, the possibility of getting 
more solution is increased since easier problems require less time to solve. 
 
iii. Pre-workshop approach 
Secondly, making efforts before the workshop (pre-workshop activities), such as the 
choice of participants, venue and equipment, and information required for 
decision-making etc., can greatly enhance the effectiveness of the workshop. Fong 
and Shen (1996) and Fong et al. (1998) explain a lot on why the above efforts are 
essential for the smooth running of a workshop1.  
 
iv. Kelly and Male Methodology vs. Two-stage briefing process 
Kelly and Male Methodology originates from the Two-Stage Briefing Process. 
However, Kelly and Male Methodology is more comprehensive than the Two-Stage 
Briefing Process since the Kelly and Male Methodology offers a more rigid 
framework for value management. In addition, two briefings are inadequate to 
address soft issues in the project since it only splits the workshop into two. However, 
the Kelly and Male Methodology allows participants to consider issues of different 
types and with differing levels of difficulty separately. Therefore, a better scheduling 
of the workshop can be achieved.  
 
3.1.2 The disadvantages of different Value Management methodologies 
 
                                                 
1 Also, some respondents to the questionnaire of this dissertation have also mentioned the participant 
issue. One respondent revealed that many participants are not stakeholders and may even be unfamiliar 
with the project. Therefore, the quality of outcome (e.g. workshop report) is decreased. 
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a. SMART methodology 
 
i. Assumption of having problems 
Green and Simister (1996b) provide critical comments on the SMART methodology. 
It is argued that although the SMART methodology explicitly underpinned the 
epistemology of social constructivism, it is inadequate to address the value problems 
correctly. The common criticism of value engineering is that it assumes problems are 
explicit and there is a rigid framework (common value between participants) to 
evaluate alternatives. Also, it assumes the project characteristics remain constant over 
time. However, it is clear that VE cannot solve or even find out the soft problems and 
so value management is introduced. Nevertheless, although VM could solve the soft 
problems, correct identification of the soft problems and appropriate techniques are 
inadequate or not present at all.  
 
ii. Experience vs. subjectivity 
Green and Simister (1996b) argued that the above scenario assume that VM could 
find out all soft problems and so appropriate techniques can be applied after the 
problems are identified. Nevertheless, in many instances it is the experience of the 
Value Management Team Coordinator (VTMC) that guides the identification of the 
value problems and applies appropriate techniques. There is no tool or theory to 
enable the VMTC to identify the value problems and apply appropriate techniques 
systematically. From the above, it is argued that subjective experience of the VMTC 
would affect the participants in finding out value problems and applying correct 
techniques to tackle the problems. Green and Simister (1996b) even stated that the 
VMTC might insist on one specific technique in identifying and solving problems. It 
would seriously affect the participants in seeking and solving “real value problems”. 
Green and Simister (1996b) also stated that it “raises an important ethical dimension” 
as the VMTC gets higher pay for longer workshops. 
 
b. Kelly and Male Methodology 
 
i. Maximization paradigm 
Green and Simister (1996b) also provide some critiques on the Kelly and Male 
methodology. They states that although Kelly and Male Methodology is more 
strategic than the 40-hour value engineering approach, it did not grip the main issues 
in group learning mechanism and non-maximization aims of value management. The 
definition of VM given by Kelly and Male (1993) expresses the maximization 
philosophy clearly and it views value management as an audit to decisions. 
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Nevertheless, value management is not necessary an audit. Green (1994) and Barton 
(2000) articulate two different models which both are not audits to decisions 
previously made. Rather, both models aim to provide a framework for making 
decisions. 
 
ii. “All applicable” model 
Also, Kelly and Male methodology does not set any criteria for which the 
methodology would work most effectively. Therefore, it seems that every project can 
apply the methodology to solve the value problems. It further assumes the four-levels 
of information must exist in every project. However, there is no evidence to prove 
these. Moreover, the Kelly and Male methodology is incorporated into the 
Benchmarking of value management conducted by Male et al. (1998a) and critique 
for this benchmarking is presented in the previous chapter. The benchmarking would 
set more restrictions to the methodology and less methodological creativity is 
encouraged. (Two respondents of the pilot studies of this research agreed with this 
point by saying that the value management methodology should be more flexible.) 
 
3.1.3 Implications of advantages and disadvantages 
 
In general, value management methodologies are able to tackle the soft problems. 
Also, different methodologies suit different problems according to its nature. 
Nevertheless, it is assumed that one selected methodology is sufficient to solve the 
soft problems faced by participants. Also, it is assumed that the problem 
characteristics remain constant throughout the project period. Therefore, if the above 
assumptions are invalid, the contemporary value management methodologies are 
unable to help participants to solve value problems and so the effectiveness of the 
value management workshop is decreased. 
 
3.2 New approaches of Value Management  
 
The SMART methodology and Kelly and Male methodology have a more 
comprehensive framework than others. Nevertheless, many approaches have been 
articulated in recent years. Although they are less comprehensive and they are not 
applied fully in practice, they provide much insight for the future articulation of value 
management methodology. Therefore, before the draft new methodology is articulated, 
latest development of value management approaches is presented. 
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3.2.1 Soft Value Management 
 
Barton (2000) defines the meaning of “soft’ in value management. He states that 
competing values between members must exist if decisions are made by group 
consensus. Therefore, an effective communication methodology is required to 
facilitate the decision making process. Also, there are many ill-defined objectives and 
conflicting values that cannot be solved by quantitative methods, which therefore 
cause the soft problems. Soft problems are concerned with what to do instead of how 
to do. Nevertheless, both the communication issue and the soft problem have not been 
addressed in practice. Therefore, Barton (2000) carried out the action research. Action 
research means that the researchers are involved in the problem scenario and 
first-hand feedback is collected. Then the model is modified and the cycle continues 
until the model is rigid enough to operate by itself. 
 
The research suggests some improvement on value management. Firstly, it identifies 
the need of pre-workshop activity as suggested by Male et al. (1998a). Secondly, it 
argued that 40-hour workshop is not appropriate for construction industry since 
participants may not be deeply involved in the project previously. Five days would be 
too long for them and the focus may shift. Therefore 2 days workshop is better. The 
first day is for divergence of ideas or concepts. The second day is for convergence of 
decision. Thirdly, Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) is not practiced in 
reality since construction is more complex than other manufacturing industries. The 
two-word function cannot be applied. For example, “ensuring fire services work 
when on fire” cannot be a function in FAST. Fourthly, cost optimization should be 
avoided. This point is mentioned in the introduction of the SMART methodology. 
Fifthly, the focus of the workshop should be on the whole project, i.e. whole system 
thinking. Issues from land acquisition to property management and corporate image 
should be considered as a whole instead of different parts. Lastly, the number of 
participants should be increased and normally should be 20 to 30 people. Also, they 
should be stakeholders. Then they are divided into small groups and discuss problems 
in different perspective. Therefore more ideas can be generated and the concern on 
“too many” participants is reduced. The whole framework set above is called the Soft 
Value Management Methodology in Barton (2000). 
 
3.2.2 Varying methodology 
 
Dawson (2002) has listed out five changes in value management practice. The first 
one is from process to people. It means the workshop increasingly concern on the 
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subjective part of participants. Secondly, VM has been used for preventive measure 
instead of curative measure. The most obvious example is that VM is conducted for 
making decisions rather than auditing decisions. Thirdly, VM is increasingly 
practiced in a lot of industries, ranging from strategic plan creations by clients to the 
combination of value management and partnering workshop. Fourthly, the number of 
workshops for the same subject is increased from 1 to several. Therefore value 
management on strategic plan, design and partnership are carried out in different 
workshops. Lastly, executive staff are increasingly involved in VM. It does not mean 
that “technical” staff are less involved, but more and more executive staff noticed the 
importance by having a stakeholder in the workshop. By knowing these changes, the 
value management methodologies should be able to adapt to these changes in future.  
 
The first adaptation is Issue Resolution. It allows parties in conflict to resolve the 
problems by meeting together and share the concern of each party. There should be 
“no blame” and no responsibility shifting but participants evaluate the scenario as a 
third party. The second adaptation is to incorporate partnering workshop into value 
management so that each party would have no objections to what others are doing. 
The third adaptation is option analysis. It is used to evaluate options that could 
achieve the same objective. By having a clear structure and weighting, quantitative 
analysis could be carried out. The last adaptation is strategic planning. It may serve as 
an audit to strategic plan. A SWOT analysis is usually applied to aid the process. An 
example of this is the Value Management workshop on Design and Built jointly 
organized by the Architectural Services Department of the HKSAR Government and 
the Hong Kong Contractor Association. 
 
3.2.3 Group Decision Support (GDS) 
 
Group decision support is a tool that achieves group learning. Green and Simister 
(1996a) argued that existing positivism paradigm of value engineering only applies to 
well-defined problems. While GDS could recognize the problems at early stage but it 
is untested in value management. After the test, Green and Simister (1996a) discover 
that one type of group decision support, namely Soft System Methodology (SSM), is 
most suitable to incorporate into the value management methodology. Also, Green 
(1997a) quoted Checkland (1989) that methodology “offers a set of guidelines or 
principles which in any specific instance can be tailored both to the characteristics of 
the situation to which it is applied and to the people using the approach.” Checkland 
(1989) also suggested that it is not a method or technique. Therefore value 
management methodology should concentrate on the principle instead of technique, 
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e.g. FAST.  
 
Green (1999a) stated that SSM aims to make distinction between the “real world” and 
“system thinking about the real world”. It makes use of “rich picture” Rich picture 
allows participants to recognize the problem by finding out the system that the 
problem appears. After that, these systems are linked together and compare with the 
system working in reality. Figure 3.2.1 shows a diagram of how the SSM works.  
 
By using the SSM, participants can forget about how work is done in reality and just 
consider the theoretical operation of different systems. Therefore, participants can put 
aside their experience or knowledge to perceive and solve problems. This approach 
seems to be abstract. Nevertheless, it is valuable for participants to choose which 
methodology should be used or even what problems should be considered. In many 
occasions, problems are generated by other problems. It is difficult to use the 
traditional 5-phase job plan to analyze and solve these interrelated problems. It just 
provides a framework to reorganize the value structure so that the value perceived by 
that system is optimized and structured. There is no evaluation on whether the 
5-phase job plan is appropriate to perceive a specific type of value. For example, 
participants with little VM experience would perceive minimum cost as the most 
important function and they start the analysis from reducing cost. It is because 
5-phase job plan does not provide tools for participants to evaluate which function is 
most important to them. Inexperience participants would inevitably fall into the cost 
reduction fallacy. By using the SSM, the possibility in perceiving and solving wrong 
problems is reduced. 
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Fig. 3.2.1  The SSM model 
(Adopted from Green (1999a)) 
 
3.3 Elements of the draft new methodology 
 
3.3.1 Issues in VM 
 
From the above, it can be concluded that the main theme of value management are 
composed by the following: participants’ background, interaction between 
participants, nature of problem, and the facilitator who leads the participants. Without 
good coordination between these factors, the value management methodology will be 
useless. Therefore the draft new methodology should be constructed according to 
these factors. 
 
3.3.2 Flexibility in methodology 
 
Also, it is always emphasized that value management should make use of creative 
means to achieve better value. Nevertheless, the value management team coordinators 
(VMTC) may not like to go out of their comfort zone and start to stick to a specific 
type of methodology in which seems to be most effective. Green and Simister (1996a) 
have explained this point in detail. On the other hand, users of value management (e.g. 
developer, business, and decision makers) also like to stick to the methodologies that 
have provided them the best value-for-money or greatest reduction of cost. The 
reason is the same. However, this behaviour would seriously discourage new 
methodologies to be articulated and implemented. For example, a client who has one 
“value management” experience in project budgeting would like to have another 
workshop to re-engineer its business process. Usually, clients would propose, or insist 
on, using the methodology they have used before. As an employee, VTMC would 
inevitably add little change to the original methodology and start the value 
management of the new topic. Of course, the effectiveness of the workshop would 
decrease since methodology used in evaluating quantitative decisions is usually not 
suitable to evaluate decisions with less quantitative information, i.e. soft issues. 
Therefore, the draft new methodology should be flexible enough to suit a particular 
situation while users’ values should not be ignored. 
 
3.3.3 Unbiased information 
 
The aim of the draft new methodology is to provide a rigid framework to help the 
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VMTC and participants to find out appropriate methodology they need according to 
the problems. However, it is not uncommon that the VMTC or participants do not 
know what information is needed. Although information technology allows instant 
information extraction during the workshop, there are many shortcomings. Firstly, 
instant retrieval of information would be time wasting since all VM processes may be 
compressed into 1 day. Secondly, the instant information would be misleading since 
they are collected according to the “filter” participants have, e.g. the choice of key 
words. Some of them may even form their new “filter” when searching information 
during the workshop. It is common when searching for information, much similar 
information, e.g. information of different analysis to same event, would appear. These 
are extremely biased in term of value management. Green (1999a) suggested SSM 
can reduce the bias since SSM would help participants to find a suitable methodology 
to extract relevant information. Therefore SSM should be incorporated into the draft 
new value management methodology. 
 
3.3.4 From cost to value 
 
Another issue of value management in construction industry is the overemphasis on 
cost. Although there are numerous researches stating that value management is not 
the same as cost reduction, they are perceived as the same by the user. Some 
participants know that although VM does not aim to reduce cost, it generates cost 
reduction. Green (1997a) has an explicit explanation to this by saying that “the dogma 
of ‘optimization’ owes more to salesmanship than a guiding paradigm. Whilst clients 
may well be attracted by a consultancy service which offers the ‘optimal answer’, 
they are unlikely to be attracted by a service which offers a ‘shared social reality’”. 
Therefore, the draft new methodology should also be able to shift the major concern 
of VM from cost to value of the whole project. 
 
3.4 The draft new methodology 
 
3.4.1 Introduction 
 
The draft new methodology would incorporate the Soft System Methodology and 
traditional value management philosophy. Firstly, 3 workshops series would be 
carried out so that different types of problems can be considered in different 
workshops. The type of analysis used, strategic decision-making and decision 
validation would be discussed in the 3 workshops series respectively. The number of 
workshop and the number of days for each workshop series is flexible but the figure 
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given below may serve as an indicator. Nevertheless, depending on the circumstances, 
a workshop series can be divided into several workshops and the number of day for 
each workshop can range from 1 to 3. 
 
3.4.2 The first workshop series 
 
The first workshop series starts when the performance of a task is decided. For 
example, in the construction industry when the client decides to go ahead with a new 
building project, the workshop can be carried out. There is no need to wait for a more 
rigid brief since the first workshop series aims to help the client in choosing the 
briefing method. The first workshop series would make use of SSM to identify value 
of the participants. By having a value system of participants, an appropriate “filter” 
can be chosen from a pool of “filter” (methodology). As there are numerous 
methodology in conducting workshop and each of them is effective in different 
situation. Therefore, participants need to choose the best one.  
 
However, it is arguable that participants have little knowledge to each methodology 
and so they may not find out the best methodology accordingly. Therefore, method in 
choosing appropriate VM methodology will be discussed in “Supplementary 
techniques for identifying appropriate VM methodology” in the following. After the 
identification of a problem, information required for the next workshop can be 
identified. The VMTC can collect information according to the agreed list and ask 
participants, which should be stakeholders, to provide the information for the whole 
group. Also, participants can read some of the information before next meeting so that 
participants will not read the information during the workshop. The first workshop 
series can normally last for half days since SSM approach does not need much time 
and the information is selected according to the result of SSM and so not much time 
is needed. 
 
a. Issues of the first workshop series 
Three points should be aware in collecting information. Firstly, participants 
should agreed on what information is required and just that amount of 
information can be brought to the next workshop, unless all participants agree on 
adding or reducing some information. The arrangement avoids bias of 
information since some information can be collected more readily than other. 
However, easily collected information may not be identical to correct or relevant 
information. For example, when searching for new finishes by the web searching 
engine in Hong Kong, all materials that are available in Hong Kong would appear 
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firstly and the searcher would inevitably think these are the only choice for 
finishes as he may not have time or be patient to search all finishes available in 
the world.  
 
Secondly, the VMTC should not affect the participants in choosing what 
information should be collected since the VMTC would shift the participants’ 
focus by his experience. Thirdly, participants do not need to read through all 
information about the topic before the first workshop series since it is more 
difficult to change one’s mind if he or she possesses more knowledge to the topic. 
Participants would think they know more than others and thus their views are 
better. On the contrary, if it was specified in the first workshop series what 
information should be read through before next workshop, participants should 
read them in order to avoid participants from reading them during the workshop.  
 
b. Advantages of the first workshop series 
The advantage of the first workshop series is not to apply any filter, no matter 
from the VMTC or participants, to the task so that bias to normal practice can be 
reduced to minimum. Also, participants do not need to read through much 
information about the project before attending. So, it is more convenient to 
executives and may result better executive support. In addition, if different 
participants read different information about the project before the first workshop 
series, each of them may have different filters and so the group value may still 
bias to certain extent on what information they’ve read. Having the above 
workshop, even through participants would be biased according to their 
knowledge and experience; the bias is minimized and is systematic. It is because 
information searched by participants appears randomly, e.g. searching on the web. 
However, knowledge and experience is predictable and sometimes people from 
the same profession would have similar knowledge and experience. For example, 
quantity surveyors are more conservative than architect in cost management. 
Therefore, it is not a serious matter on which QS should attend the workshop, 
provided that they are all stakeholders. In addition, correct choice of participants 
is important. The first workshop series can perform this function since 
participants in the first workshop series are mainly executives and high rank 
professionals. Additional participants can be added to the second workshop. 
  
c. Supplementary techniques for identifying appropriate VM methodology 
Morgan (1986, cited by Green 1996a) provides a framework for participants to 
choose the appropriate methodology by finding out the metaphor of an 
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organization. He argued that although characteristics of client organization is 
important to determine the its value system and so the project requirement, it is 
also important to know what type of system the client organization used to make 
sense of his own organization. There are eight metaphors:  
 
1. Machine: It is in line of Taylorism (Taylor, 1911), which mean that it 
perceives all thing and organization and problem can be solved by mechanistic 
method.  
2. Organic: It is similar the open system and contingency theory, which means 
that organizations change from time to time. 
3. Cybernetic: It perceives organization is a brain that can both forecast on 
future and react to environment.  
4. Culture: This is the corporate value. The emphasis of corporate culture 
would surely affect decision making in the organization. 
5. Political: It emphasizes the role of power and the resolution of conflict 
within the company. 
6. Psychic prison: It is the favoured way of thinking within the organization. It 
would severely stifle the group creativity since all participants think in the same 
way. 
7. Flux and transformation: It perceives anything would be changed from time 
to time and unless situation at the time before is understood, it is difficult to solve 
the problem at present. Historic problems of the ethnical group are a good 
example. 
8. Domination: This is the extension of political metaphor in which one group 
of people of thinking dominated. For example, a sale division that sells the best 
selling product would dominate the sale department because it contribute highest 
amount of profit than other organization. 
 
By identifying correct metaphor(s) of the organization, participants would have 
better idea in choosing what type of methodology should be used. It is because 
participants know what type of filters they are using. For example, if participants 
would like to discuss “hard” issues, the organization would be in machine 
metaphor. Therefore they may choose to use “hard” filters, e.g. Miles 5-phase job 
plan. 
 
Apart from the using the metaphor methodology, Future Wheel developed by 
Stevens (1999) and vary methodology developed by Dawson (2002) can also be 
used to validate the methodology chosen in the first workshop series.  
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3.4.3 The second workshop series 
 
The second workshop series deals with strategic decision-making. In terms of the 
construction industry, it is the briefing process. The outcome of this workshop would 
be the brief. The strategic decision-making workshop makes use of information 
collected after the first workshop and validates the decisions made in the first 
workshop, i.e. the filter chosen in the first workshop. Because the environment and 
views change from time to time, a validation phase allows participants to incorporate 
their new ideas into the workshop and prevents the discussion from losing focus of 
the present situation. Then the conventional value management process, which is 
agreed by the participants in the first workshop series, can be carried out. For sake of 
simplicity, SMART would be used as an example to illustrate the idea. It should be 
emphasized that there are no fixed methodology to value problems. Even for the same 
type of problem happening at the same time in the same organization, the 
characteristics of each one is different to a certain extent. The choice of participants is 
an obvious example of the difference. Therefore, participants should find out the best 
methodology in term of best-perceived effectiveness to them. It is mentioned before 
there is no finite way to do best thing. However, participants can perceive one thing to 
yield best value in which it boosts up the degree of participation due to satisfaction. 
 
a. The second workshop series: a SMART illustration 
Conventional SMART methodology starts with identifying stakeholders and the 
design objectives. Since stakeholders are identified in the first workshop series, so 
there is no need to identify them again. Then a value tree is constructed to express the 
value structure of the projects of the participants. Although value tree is simpler than 
FAST since basic function is expanded into many secondary functions while FAST is 
complicated in separating function of different duration and importance, the 
two-dash-line concept of FAST should be incorporated into the value tree approach. 
It is because VM is being criticized to be too abstract to understand and there may be 
no workable solution offered. Therefore, by adding two-dash line on the left and the 
right of the value tree, participants know what should be done. It is because functions 
in lower hierarchy are more workable. The dash line concept is explained the 
previous chapter. After the construction of the value tree, the creativity, evaluation 
and development phase in the VM1 of SMART are carried out.  
 
After the development phase, the outcome of the workshop (e.g. workshop report) 
can be served as the brief. However, workshop report should be served as the one of 
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the many things client provided for the briefing process. It is because some issues 
may not be encountered in the workshop. For example, compliance of regulation may 
not be included in the workshop since it MAY not be a cause of problems. However, 
it is desirable to let workshop report prevail other document since the report should be 
more comprehensive than other document. The duration of the second would be 
normally from 1 day to 3 days, depending on the situation.  
 
3.4.4 The third workshop series 
 
The third workshop series is quite similar to the VM2 in SMART approach. However, 
SMART approach is not the only approach to decision validation. The aim of the third 
workshop series is to validate the decision previously made and to check whether the 
decision has been executed. There are criticisms that decision made in VM are not 
correctly implemented, or not implement at all. Land (1996) gives a very good 
example on how a badly implemented VM decision would cause a negative net 
present value (NPV). Therefore, sometime after the second workshop series, in which 
decisions are executed in reality in broad terms, the third workshop series should be 
carried out. In terms of construction, it can be carried out between the outline 
proposal stage and detail design stage of the RIBA Plan of Work.  
 
The following explanation would refer to the SMART approach as the methodology 
chosen in the workshop. However, if other methodologies are used, the actual 
operation may be different but the objectives should be in line with the issues stated 
in the previous paragraph. 
 
VM2 of SMART methodology admits that situation and environment would change 
between the second and the third workshop series of the draft new methodology. 
Therefore, it provides tools to correct the decision previously made. Firstly it 
redefines the design objectives and reconstructs the value tree. At this point, 
participants should be aware that since some design is completed, problems that are 
not considered thoroughly before might appear. Therefore, something has to be 
changed in practice. Then the workshop carried on assigning weights to each option. 
After that, sensitivity analysis, cost/ value reconciliation and marginal value 
improvement as described by Green (1996b) are carried out to find out appropriate 
options.  
 
However, one more stage is added to allow participants to evaluate the 
implementation of the decision. Firstly, a tree of decision is drawn to identify the 
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order of each action of the project. Secondly, weightings are assigned to each action 
to illustrate their importance to the whole project. All participants should agree on the 
weightings. Thirdly, completed percentages of all actions are scored. A simplified 
example of the percentage calculation is shown in Table 3.4.1.   
 
Actions Weighting Percentage 
finished 
Marks 
Redesign foundation design 0.1 100% 10% 
Redesign curtain wall system 0.1 95% 9.5% 
Change subcontracting structure 0.3 100% 30% 
Change supervisory system 0.1 100% 10% 
Build foundation according to 
new design 
0.2 45% 9% 
Install curtain wall system 
according to new design 
0.2 0% 0 
Total 1  68.5% 
Up-to-date progress 70%   
Table 3.4.1 The table shows the progress of implementing VM decision which is 
little bit slower than the overall progress. 
 
Then, having the total percentage of the actual implementation, it can be used to 
compare with the actual progress of the project. Usually the percentage of 
implementation should be a bit higher than the percentage of actual progress of the 
whole project since some actions have already been incorporated into the design. 
Therefore, if the percentage of implementation is much lower than the actual progress 
of the project, a new VM workshop should be carried out to find out the reason and 
suggest new solutions. Figure 3.4.1 shows the graphical representation of the draft 
new methodology. 
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Fig. 3.4.1  The draft new methodology for Value Management 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Review And Evaluation Of Current Value 
Management Practice And Methodology In The Hong 
Kong Construction Industry 
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In this chapter, the feedback from the questionnaire is presented. Firstly, feedback that 
reflect the current practice and methodology in the HK construction industry are 
presented. Secondly, the effectiveness of current VM practice and methodology in 
Hong Kong is evaluated.  
 
4.1 Methodology 
 
In this research, questionnaires are distributed to collect views of respondents on the 
value management and VM methodology. However, there is inadequate literature on 
current VM practice in the Hong Kong construction industry. Therefore, it is 
suggested that active search of information, i.e. person-to-person search, is required 
in order to collect opinions on VM methodology from the Hong Kong construction 
industry. This type of search can be divided into 2: questionnaire and interview. It is 
argued that collecting data by questionnaires would be most effective and more 
systematic than interviews. Respondents would answer in more or less the same 
format, which allows the organization and analysis of data become easier. Also, 
quantitative analysis is allowed when comparatively more data is available from 
questionnaire. 
 
A pilot questionnaire is carried out to verify whether the questionnaire could obtain 
valuable opinion. A sample of pilot questionnaire is shown in Appendix B. The pilot 
questionnaire is divided into five sections: Background information, respondents’ 
views on VM/VE, and problems in VE, problems in VM and value management 
methodology.  
 
Limitations of the data are stated by analyzing respondents’ experience and exposure 
to VM contained the background information. Then, the information about VM is 
collected in respondents’ views on VM/VE. It is to find out whether a new VM 
methodology is needed. Thirdly, issues on VE are collected in problems of VE. Then, 
issues on VM are collected in problems of VM. These two sections serves 2 purposes. 
Firstly, they reflect respondents’ knowledge on VM/VE. Secondly, the problems of 
VM/VE are collected. Lastly, respondents’ views and knowledge on VM 
methodologies are collected in value management methodology. This part collects 
information on what could be improved in VM methodology. After the pilot 
questionnaire is conducted, the sequence was amended to be more understandable.  
 
Then, the final questionnaire is distributed to practitioners in the construction industry. 
Practitioners are from Australia, the U.S.A., the U.K. and Hong Kong, but all with 
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VM experience in Hong Kong. They have different background ranging from 
academics, architects, contractors real estate developers, surveyors, the government, 
and value consultants. After questionnaires are returned, issues raised are used to 
evaluate and refine the draft new methodology. Appendix C shows a sample of the 
final questionnaire. 
 
In the following analysis, the background of the respondents is analyzed and the 
limitations of the usage of questionnaire data due to the respondents’ background are 
stated firstly. Then, detail analyses on respondents’ opinion are listed2.  
 
4.2 Background analysis 
 
4.2.1 Response Rate 
 
40 questionnaires are sent in November 2004 to organization with architectural, 
contractor, real estate development, engineering, surveying, value consultant, 
academic and government background. 12 questionnaires are returned in which it 
means with 30% response rate. In research on value management, this represents a 
very good response and therefore conclusion drawn from this sample is reliable.  
 
4.2.2 Occupation background 
 
By referring to the Fig 4.1.1, value consultant gave the highest support for the 
research and representing 33% of the response. However, there is no response from 
the architectural, engineering and contractor field. Although there are some architects 
who help enthusiastically in this research, they represent the development field rather 
than the architectural. Therefore, it is questionable as whether the “builders’ in 
general agree on the points made in this research. Nevertheless, it may also reflect 
that these “builders” are not active participants in value management. Therefore, as 
Fong and Shen (2000) mentioned, there is an urgent need to promote value 
management, especially in the Hong Kong construction industry. 
                                                 
2 Interested readers may obtain detail responses of the respondents from the author. Please email to 
jack_tkyue@yahoo.com.hk for more information. 
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Fig. 4.1.1  Occupation background of questionnaire respondents 
 
4.2.3 Numbers of employees in the organization 
 
By referring to Fig. 4.1.2, most of the respondents’ organizations are either with 1-4 
people or more than 100 people. Organizations with 1-4 people are value consultants 
while organizations with more than 100 people are big firms. It can be concluded 
usually only big companies, such as developers, would like to participate in value 
management and only small to medium size consultants offer value management 
service. It reflects that the application of value management in Hong Kong is still rare 
and small and medium sized companies are not familiar with value management. 
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Fig. 4.1.2  Numbers of employees in respondents’ organizations 
 
4.2.4 Familiarity with value management 
 
By referring to Fig. 4.1.3, almost all respondents are familiar with value management. 
Even for the one who is not familiar with value management, he still has a sound 
background on the topic. Therefore, it can be concluded that value management has 
been made public though its benefits need to be promoted further. 
Familiarity to value management
Yes
92%
No
8%
 
Fig. 4.1.3  Respondents’ familiarity with value management 
 
4.2.5 Participation of the respondents’ organizations in value management 
workshop 
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By referring to Fig. 4.1.4, most respondents’ organizations have more than 6 
experiences in value management. One value management facilitator even stated that 
he has more than 80 workshops experience. However, some respondents’ 
organizations have 3 or less experience in value management. It implies that some 
organizations still refuse wider application of VM. Thus promotions of the benefit of 
VM services plus enhancement of VM in all aspects, e.g. methodology, are essential 
to promote the application of value management.  
Participation in value management
workshop
4 - 6
0%
Less than 1
8%
1 - 3
17%
More than 6
75%
 
Fig. 4.1.4  Participation of the respondents’ organizations in VM workshop 
 
4.2.6 Largest estimated project cost for the Value Engineering/ Value 
Management workshops 
 
By referring the Fig. 4.1.5, most of the projects that undergo the VM process have a 
very high estimated cost. The datum which has highest estimated cost of 50 million 
Hong Kong dollars to 100 millions Hong Kong dollars comes from the manufacturing 
sector. It can be concluded that in Hong Kong, value management is not popular in 
industrial sector such as manufacturing. Also, due to the technical circular (ETWB 
35/2002), value management studies should be considered for government projects 
with estimated cost higher than 200 million Hong Kong dollars. Therefore, it may 
still reflect that the voluntary application of value management, especially for projects 
with lower estimated cost, is still little. Further promotion on the benefit of value 
management to projects with lower estimated cost is needed. 
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Fig. 4.1.5  Largest estimated project cost for the Value Engineering/ Value 
Management workshops respondents’ organizations ever participate (in HK$). 
 
4.3 The relative importance of the 5 outcomes of Value Engineering/ Value 
Management 
 
Fig. 4.1.6 shows the relative importance of each outcome to value management. 
Beware that Fig 4.1.6 does not indicate that 26% of respondents thought making clear 
the client objectives is most important, but respondents thought that outcome 
contributes 26% of the total importance of the whole VM. By averaging data, it is 
indicated that to make clear the client objectives is most important. It is surely one of 
the most important objectives and this research further proves it. Then it is followed 
by the reduction the cost of a project to the optimum level and the enhancement of the 
coordination of the development system. As mentioned previously, some practitioners 
still insist that cost reduction should be an important outcome even they know that 
cost cutting should not be the process. It is argued that if participants have the concept 
of cost cutting, they cannot devote themselves to the value management process, 
making it to be less successful.  
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The relative importance of the 5 outcomes
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 Fig. 4.1.6  The relative importance of the 5 outcomes of VE/ VM 
 
To resolve major conflicting problems was indicated by respondents as has least 
important. However, renowned publications such as Green (1997a), Male et al. 
(1998b) and Barton (2000) have indicated the power of value management in 
resolving major conflicting problems. From the data collected from this research, it 
implies that VM practitioners, especially for those in Hong Kong, have not involved 
in using value management to resolve conflicting problems yet. Therefore, more 
promotion on the benefit of VM in resolving conflicting problems is needed. 
 
4.4 The relative importance of the 5 elements of Value Engineering/ Value 
Management 
 
Fig 4.1.7 shows that respondents thought VM facilitators; VM methodology and VM 
implementation are nearly of the same importance. Therefore, it is proved that the 
topic of this research worth investigation. However, respondents indicated that VM 
philosophy has least importance when compare to other element. It may imply that 
practitioners still refuse to buy in the philosophy of VM. It may be too abstract to 
some extent but it is essential for the further development of VM. As one respondents 
indicated, if participants still refuse to buy in the VM philosophy, the whole VM 
process would still remain a re-read process rather than value enhancement process. 
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Fig. 4.1.7  The relative importance of the 5 elements of VE/VM 
 
4.5 Familiarity with different VM methodologies 
 
Fig. 4.1.8 indicates that most respondents are familiar with the Miles 5-phase job plan, 
which is more or less the same as the SAVE international model in which specific 
works are done phase by phase and with long duration.  
Familiarity to different VM methodologies
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Link thinking
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Fig. 4.1.8  Respondents’ familiarity with different VM methodologies 
 
However, less than half of the respondents are familiar with the SMART methodology, 
Kelly and Male methodology and Australia and New Zealand standard methodology. 
It may imply that usually VM workshops are conducted using the traditional 5-phase 
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or a combination of different methodologies. It is argued that by using the same 
methodology for different problems, its effectiveness is reduced. In addition, as 
mentioned by respondents, by using a combination of methodologies, participants 
may be confused on what is doing and obviously the effectiveness is decreased. 
Therefore, it is recommended that practitioners may choose to use a consistent 
approach throughout the VM process. 
 
4.6 Respondents’ views on value management 
 
Ten questions are asked in the questionnaire to collect respondents’ view on different 
matters of value management methodology. Referring to Fig. 4.1.9, all respondents 
strongly agree that achieving value for the client is the ultimate aim of VM.  
Achieving value for the client is the ultimate
aim of VM
Strongly agree
100%
Slightly disagree
0%Strongly disagree
0%
Slightly agree
0%
No Comment
0%
 
Fig. 4.1.9  Respondents’ views on whether achieving value for the client is the 
ultimate aim of VM  
 
However, Fig. 4.1.10 shows that only 75% respondents slightly agree that adding 
value to projects is the ultimate aim of VM and 25% respondents has no comment. It 
may be concluded that practitioners know the usage of VM is not limited to projects, 
but to the whole organizations or business process. Clients may also know that VM 
can benefit to the organization as a whole.  
 
Fig. 4.1.11 shows that respondents have a diverse opinion on whether VM is effective 
in cutting cost. It is because the philosophy of VM is to enhance value. However, as 
stated before, practitioners would like to have cost reduction from VM since it could 
cut cost almost all the time. Therefore, it is not surprising that practitioners have such 
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a diverse views. 
Adding value to projects is the ultimate aim of VM
Slightly agree
75%
Slightly disagree
0%
Strongly disagree
0%
Strongly agree
0%
No Comment
25%
Fig. 4.1.10 Respondents’ views on whether adding value to projects is the ultimate 
aim of VM 
VM is effective in cutting cost
No Comment
25%
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Fig. 4.1.11 Respondents’ views on whether VM is effective in cutting cost 
 
Fig. 4.1.12 shows the respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is effective in 
achieving clients’ requirements. All respondents agree on the issues but they agree to 
different extent. It can be explained by the multi-attribute of value management. 
Some respondents reserved in answering this question because they think that even 
though the VM methodology is perfect, stakeholders and facilitators issues may affect 
the outcome. Nevertheless, respondents more or less agree that VM methodology is 
more effective in achieving clients’ requirement than without or with a combination 
of methodologies. 
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Fig. 4.1.12 Respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is effective in 
achieving clients’ requirements 
 
Fig. 4.1.13 shows the respondents’ views on whether VM methodology provides tools 
to identify value and rank alternatives. More than 80% of the respondents agree on it. 
However, there are still 17% slightly disagree on it. It may be due to the 
dissatisfaction of clients and facilitator on tools offered by existing methodologies. 
Therefore, there are rooms for the improvement of the tools. In previous chapters, a 
lot of VM tools are introduced. However, these tools can hardly be implemented in 
the real workshop since they do not fit the methodology. The most obvious example is 
FAST in which one respondent stated that it was never used in the workshop as it 
consumed too much time and it seems to be difficult. Therefore, one of the aims of 
this research is to identify correct methodology with appropriate tools and apply them 
to suitable situation. Result from Fig. 4.1.13 proves the need. 
VM methodology provides tools to
identify value and rank alternatives
Slightly
disagree
17%
No Comment
0%
Slightly agree
33%
Strongly
agree
50%
Strongly
disagree
0%
 
Fig. 4.1.13 Respondents’ views on whether VM methodology provides tools to 
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identify value and rank alternatives 
 
Fig. 4.1.14 shows the respondents’ views on whether VM methodology allows 
participants to share their concerns and ideas in all aspects of the project. All of them 
agree but to different extent. Same as whether VM methodology can achieve the 
clients’ requirement, sharing concerns and ideas among participants do not only 
require a good methodology. Cooperation between participants and a good facilitator 
is also important. Therefore, it is not surprising that some respondent reserve on the 
issue. In the discussion with respondents, some of them explicitly state that VM 
methodology is just a part of the total effectiveness. Nevertheless, having a better 
methodology is much better than nothing. 
VM methodology allows participants to share their
concerns and ideas in all aspects of the project
Strongly agree
50% Slightly agree
50%
Strongly disagree
0% Slightly disagree
0%
No Comment
0%
 Fig. 4.1.14 Respondents’ views on whether VM methodology allows participants 
to share their concerns and ideas in all aspects of the project 
 
Fig. 4.1.15 illustrates the respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is able to 
cope with almost all problems. All of them disagree and 25% of them even strongly 
disagree. It can be explained by the fact that VM should be work concurrently and 
cooperatively with other system. For example, it is mentioned in chapter 1 that value 
management does not aim to replace cost management but to provide a new and 
broader view for project stakeholders to consider the value and cost issues in the 
project. The result of the questionnaire proves this argument. 
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Fig. 4.1.15 Respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is able to cope with 
almost all problems 
 
Fig. 4.1.16 illustrates the respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is 
effective in cost management. The response is quite diverse. However, it can be 
explained as in the Fig. 4.1.15 that value management methodology does not mean 
everything but it is effective in cost management to certain extent, e.g. to reduce cost 
of the project. However, cost management differs from value management. Therefore, 
it cannot be concluded that value management could provide the same outcome as 
cost management. Although VM could induce more cost saving, it cannot replace all 
functions of cost management, as cost management does not just mean cost cutting. 
VM methodology is effective in
cost management
Strongly agree
42%
Strongly
disagree
0%
Slightly
disagree
50%
Slightly agree
8%No Comment
0%
 
Fig. 4.1.16  Respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is effective in cost 
management 
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Fig. 4.1.17 shows the respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is easy to 
understand and use. More than 50% of respondents agree though there is 16% of 
respondents disagree. The result reflects two dimensions of VM methodology. Firstly, 
there are many tools to aid the VM methodology. As stated in the previous chapter, 
methodology is not only a process but to guide participants in achieving their 
objectives. In term of the tools used in the VM methodology, it is quite easy to 
understand and apply. Secondly, however, in terms of the philosophy of the VM 
methodology, it is difficult to understand and to apply the philosophy of the 
methodology. The most obvious example is cost cutting. Even though participants 
know that VM does not aim to cut cost, the clients would like to have cost cutting 
from the VM process. Therefore, the focus of participants may alter. This results the 
diverse opinion as shown below. 
VM methodology is easy to understand and use
Strongly disagree
8%
Slightly agree
25%
Strongly agree
34%
Slightly disagree
8%
No Comment
25%
  
Fig. 4.1.17 Respondents’ views on whether VM methodology is easy to understand 
and use  
 
Fig. 4.1.18 shows the respondents’ views on whether the current practice of VM 
methodology is good enough and further improvements are not required. Opinions are 
still diverse. Nevertheless, it implies two issues. Firstly, practitioners thought that VM 
could really provide a very good framework for them to consider the implication of 
value to the whole project. Also, their focuses are shifted from cost to value, which is 
a good start for the widespread of VM. This affirms the benefit of using VM. 
Secondly, there are rooms for VM to improve. For example, the facilitator and 
stakeholder issues are major elements that affect the outcome of the VM but they are 
still unresolved. There are researches going on investigating this topic. 34% of 
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respondents who replied “no comment” have indicated the dilemma. 
The current practice of VM methodology is
good enough and further improvements are not
required
Slightly disagree
33%
Strongly disagree
8%Strongly agree
0%
Slightly agree
25%
No Comment
34%
 Fig. 4.1.18 Respondents’ views on whether the current practice of VM 
methodology is good enough and further improvements are not required 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
 
From the analysis of the questionnaire, it can be concluded that in general VM has 
provided a very good framework for stakeholders to consider the value implications 
of their decisions. However, improving the understanding on soft issues, e.g. 
stakeholder issue, facilitator issue, VM implementation and the cooperation of these 
issues with the methodology, is necessary. In addition, as affirmed what Fong and 
Shen (2000) stated, promotion of VM and its benefit is very important to encourage 
further application of VM. Also, a new methodology with a better adaptation to the 
soft issues is of urgent need. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Analysis And Refinement Of The Draft New 
Methodology For The Hong Kong Construction 
Industry 
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5.1 Interviews 
 
5.1.1 Methodology 
 
After analysis of the questionnaire data, it is argued that a new VM methodology is of 
urgent need. Therefore, after the new methodology is drafted, interviews are 
conducted to collect practitioners’ opinions of the draft new methodology and refine 
its deficiencies before it is promoted to VM users.  
 
Interview questions are drafted by reference to the comments in the questionnaire, as 
the problems of VM/VE are collected in the questionnaire. Also, there are some 
suggestions about a new VM methodology. By using these comments as criteria, the 
effectiveness of the draft new methodology in solving existing problems and 
satisfying further requirements of a VM methodology can be evaluated. 
 
A pilot interview is conducted to verify whether the interview questions could yield 
valuable comments. Appendix F shows a sample of pilot interview questions. One of 
the outcomes of the pilot interview is that the quantitative part of the subsequent 
interviews should be changed. In addition to the pilot interviewee (who subsequently 
becomes interviewee A,) there are 3 further interviews.  
 
Interviewee A is Mr. William Vaughan Coffey who is the senior manager of the 
Housing Authority. Interviewee B is Mr. Steven Humphrey who is a Deputy Director 
of Davis Langdon and Seah Ltd. Interviewee C is Mr. Mike Hudson who is the 
Estate Director of the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. Interviewee 
D is Dr. Frederik Pretorius who is an academic. All interviewees have VM 
experiences of different level. 
 
The interviews are divided into two parts. The first part consists of open questions 
that ask whether the new model is able to address attributes mentioned by 
respondents in the questionnaire. The second part is a rating exercise of the extent to 
which different methodologies achieve the various attributes (rated from 1 to 6). Rea 
and Parker (1997) suggest that by rating from 1 to 6, interviewees are required to vote 
on one side or another. Therefore, better feedback is obtained for data analysis. It is 
hoped that the quantitative measurement could point out the effectiveness of the draft 
new methodology in a more objective way. Appendix D shows a sample of interview 
questions. 
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5.1.2 The first part of the interviews 
 
The results obtained for each attribute are analyzed separately below: 
 
a. Identifies correct participants and encourages executive support 
 
Interviewee A suggested that the draft new methodology can encourage identification 
of the correct participants since it encourages top management support by explicitly 
inviting the top management to join in. Top management has better knowledge on the 
roles of their staff than the VMTC. Also, top management has authority in making 
decisions and they can delegate their authority to VM workshop participants. 
Therefore, participants can make decisions in the workshop and the chance of having 
a fruitful result is increased.  
 
Interviewee B answered indirectly by saying that the draft new methodology allows 
participants to understand what VM is about. The draft new methodology also 
encourages executive support and relevant information can be identified.  
 
Interviewee C stated that although the draft new methodology encourage executive 
support, executive participation is even more important as they have the whole 
picture of the system. It is difficult for professionals to touch the area that the 
executives haven’t authorized them. While executives themselves can change every 
area they think fit. Therefore, a holistic solution can be found out and implemented.  
 
Interviewee D thought that methodology cannot help the identification of right 
participants especially for public sector project since there is no top management in 
public but high rank government officials. However, they may have identified wrong 
participant since they do not represent all stakeholders but just the government 
 
b. Facilitates consistent application of methodology by client and facilitators 
 
Interviewee A agreed that the draft new methodology facilitates consistent application 
of methodology since participants may choose the methodology at the earlier stage. 
By choosing the methodology earlier, a strategic problem-solving framework is set up. 
Therefore, consistent application of methodology can result. In addition, participants 
have say on the choice of methodology in the new approach rather than having the 
methodology chosen by the VMTC. Therefore, participants would be more 
concentrated in the workshop since they are doing what they agree to do.  
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Interviewee B stated that the draft new methodology facilitates the consistent 
application of methodology if all stakeholders agree on the objective of the project. If 
not, participants may struggle for the use of specific methodology and so inconsistent 
application may appear.  
 
Interviewee C answered similar to interviewee B but in a more positive way by 
saying that the draft new methodology keep the option of methodology open so that 
everyone agrees on the methodology before it is used. Therefore, consistent 
application of methodology is more likely.  
 
Interviewee D stated that the draft new methodology can facilitate consistent 
application of VM methodology only if all participants are cooperative and they aim 
to achieve better value for the project rather than shifting responsibility or complying 
restrictions. 
 
c. Is able to define the VM scope 
 
Interviewee A did not agree that the draft new methodology is able to help defining 
the correct VM scope. The draft new methodology proposed the top management to 
define the scope. However, interviewee A argued that top management only knows 
who do what but not how to do what. Therefore, it is the responsibility of VM 
participants to define the scope themselves since they know more about the project 
than their managers.  
 
Interviewee B thought that the draft new methodology only defines the process but 
not the scope of VM. Also, interviewee B agreed with interviewee A in that the draft 
new methodology helps finding the right participants, but it is only the first step to 
define the VM scope.  
 
Interviewee C thought that the draft new methodology can broaden the scope of VM 
but it is still insufficient to define the VM scope.  
 
Interviewee D agreed that the draft new methodology could define the scope only if 
participants cooperate and perform well. 
 
d. Provides flexibility in conducting VM 
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Interviewee A stated that the draft new methodology would further reduce the 
flexibility of VM process since top management who took part in the process earlier 
may put up restrictions on the process when they define the VM scope. Also, top 
management will choose a methodology for the participants who attend in the later 
stages. Unless the top management participate the whole process, otherwise they 
would serve as making restrictions for later participants who are mainly professional 
and technical staff.  
 
Interviewee B stated that whenever the methodology is set, the VM process would 
have no flexibility.  
 
However, interviewee C said that by splitting the workshop into 3, participants are 
allowed to review the decisions they made before and thus the flexibility increases.  
 
Interviewee D stated that flexibility does not come from the methodology but from 
the participants. Therefore, methodology has nothing to do with the flexibility 
 
e. Has a definite concept and methodology 
 
Interviewee A thought that the draft new methodology does not offer new concept or 
methodology but combining different technique to form a framework. However, the 
methodology offer a breakdown for the lengthy conventional process in which it can 
be better suited to the practical situation, especially in Hong Kong.  
 
Interviewee B thought that the draft new methodology only offers definite process but 
not concept as it structures the process into 3 workshops.  
 
Interviewee C answered positively by saying that the draft new methodology leaves 
the option to participants in which participants can choose a particular methodology 
in order to suit their situation.  
 
Interviewee D thought that the draft new methodology broadened the scope and 
methodology but it is essential for facilitators and participants to execute the defined 
scope and methodology, be it soft issues or hard issues. 
 
f. Saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the same time, for a 
long time 
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Interviewee A agreed that having one half-day and two full-day workshops can 
greatly reduce the resources consumed in the VM process. For example, fixed venue 
for the process is not required since it may just last for half-day. Also, schedule of top 
management can be better arranged since they are usually not able to stay in the 
workshop for more than one day. In addition, the VMTC and participants can have 
plenty of preparation before the workshop in which the effectiveness can be 
increased.  
 
Interviewee B stated that the draft new methodology generally save more resources 
spent in VM, but it still occupies too many resources. For example, 3 workshops are 
still too long for stakeholders, specially the top management.  
 
Interviewee C agreed that the draft new methodology could save more resource 
particular when the executives quit and new participants, e.g. technical experts, join 
the workshop at later stages. Therefore, each of them spends less time while everyone 
can address their concerns in the process. However, it is still unable to cope with the 
problem that some stakeholders only appear after the project. For example, since 
students are the end-users of the student residence, they are stakeholders. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to determine who will be the stakeholders since the 
residence has not started enrollment yet. The conventional method is to invite student 
union of the university as the stakeholder. However, they represent all students but 
not the residents. Therefore, it is essential to have correct participation in the first 
place.  
 
Interviewee D stated that the duration does not matter but efficiency matters. 
Sufficient time could also obtain good result. It may be long or short. Nevertheless, 
interviewee D stated that in public decision-making workshop, participants might be 
inefficient since they are holding the stake of the society as a whole. They have no 
incentive to speed up the process and they may stick on issues that are of their interest. 
It seems that politicians in Hong Kong would perform as above. This point is 
consistent with the draft new methodology which states that participants have to find 
out what is meant by sufficient and set the time required so that no excuse for overrun 
or inefficiency. 
 
g. Relieves the perception in taking too much time 
 
Interviewee A thought that it depends on the quality of the VMTC and the workshop. 
If the quality of output is good, participants usually do not feel the time is wasted. 
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However, if the workshop is not well structured and the outcome is not as good as 
expected, participants may think the time is wasted. Nevertheless, interviewee A 
thought that a 3-day non-consecutive workshop would have an image of taking less 
time than a consecutive 3 days workshop.  
 
Interviewee B and interviewee C have the same view as interviewee A and 
interviewee C further elaborates that if the workshop is well structured by top 
management in the first workshop, the time spent on the workshop and subsequently 
the project will be much less since decisions made at the earlier stages have greater 
influence. If decisions are made later, there would be more restrictions on the 
situation and decisions can be made in a narrower scope.  
 
Interviewee D stated it is the matter of who pays for the participants. If they are paid 
at fixed price or the VM process is mandatory, facilitators are more likely to speed up 
the process. If they are paid in hourly basis, facilitators more likely to consider each 
issue more deeply or simply lengthen the process. 
 
h. Allows adequate follow-through 
 
Interviewee A agreed that the draft new methodology allows adequate follow-through 
since it is explicitly provided in the third workshop series. If the follow-through is not 
stated as part of the whole process, participants may be reluctant to conduct a 
follow-through by themselves.  
 
Interviewee B disagreed that the draft new methodology allows adequate 
follow-through because it has no difference to traditional VM process, which also has 
no follow-through process.  
 
Interviewee C agreed with both interviewee A and B said and stated that although it 
has no difference with traditional methodology, the draft new methodology is flexible 
enough for participants to do so.  
 
Interviewee D stated that implementation depends on people rather than methodology 
but in general, the draft new methodology allows the follow-through process since it 
explicitly states the need of follow-through.  
 
i. Provides an honest and transparent process 
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Interviewee A agreed that the draft new methodology provides an honest and 
transparent process since every participant and every piece of information is justified 
and agreed by the whole group. However, as the public, it is questionable whether the 
methodology is honest and transparent since participants as a whole may impose 
restriction on those outside the group in which the transparency is reduced.  
 
Interviewee B said it has no difference to the traditional methodology in which the 
transparency depends on the disclosure of workshop information.  
 
Interviewee C stated that the draft new methodology has no effect on the transparency 
since each participant has their own agenda and they are not likely to disclose that.  
 
Interviewee D agreed on what interviewee C stated and added that even if all 
discussion are written down, the writer may still be able to cover up information as it 
is him who write the report of their own. They are not likely to write bad things about 
them. 
 
j. Improves the understanding of the subject matter 
 
Interviewee A agreed that the draft new methodology provides a framework for 
participants to improve understanding of the subject matter in a structured manner. 
Nevertheless, all VM methodology should improve the understanding since it is the 
aim of having a VM workshop.  
 
Interviewee B thought that briefing process should be related to fact, so the 
understanding of participants on the project would not be enhanced.  
 
Interviewee C agreed with interviewee A in that every VM workshop can enhance 
understanding in which participants learn to take account and be aware of others’ 
views in decision making and execution phase of the project.  
 
Interviewee D also agreed on what interviewee A and C said. 
 
k. Shares ownership of the problem and the solution 
 
Interviewee A agreed that the draft new methodology allows sharing the ownership of 
problems and solutions. The meaning of ownership is that all participants are 
responsible for the problem and solution that one of them incurred and execute. 
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Therefore, every decision made by participants is consistent to each other and 
everyone shares the responsibility of any problem. Participants are forced to devote 
themselves fully in the workshop and the effectiveness is greatly increased.  
 
Interviewee B stated that the draft new methodology has nothing to do with sharing 
ownership of problems and solution but it allows the management to improve and 
appreciate the team management because all participants need to work as a team in 
order to share the problem situation and agree on the solution.  
 
Interviewee C agreed that the draft new methodology allows the sharing of problem 
and solution. It is because problems raised by a group of individuals are considered 
by the team. Also, since the team would have an aim before they discuss the practical 
problems, they may refer to the aim to find out appropriate solution.  
 
Interviewee D agreed also and stated that it should be for all methodologies. However, 
it still depends on the commitment of participants. It is usually present in private 
firms but for public VM workshop, different political agenda of participants may 
render the sharing impossible. Because they are exercising the stake of the society but 
they are unlikely to bear the responsibility of the execution, especially the 
consequence of the execution. 
 
l. Allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 
 
Interviewee A agreed that the draft new methodology allows participants to consider 
the above issues since there is no fixed content for the workshop such as functional 
analysis in traditional 5-phase job plan. Therefore, if participants think partnering and 
risk management are important in this subject matter, they can put it in the agenda. 
However, interviewee A stated that it also depends on the VMTC to encourage 
participants in considering these issues.  
 
Interviewee B thought the draft new methodology may allow participants to consider 
the issues since the process is flexible. Nevertheless, if it is badly incorporated into 
the workshop, participants may be confused even more.  
 
Interviewee C disagreed that partnering should be considered in the VM process since 
it usually means nothing but money wasting. However, he thought that even though 
risk apportionment is a part of project management rather than value management, 
risk can be shared or get rid of if the it is discussed with the contractor in the VM 
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workshop. Therefore, it can be part of VM exercise if all participants agree.  
 
Interviewee D stated that partnering is too vague to be applied in reality and so the 
VM process may skip this. Also, he stated that risk management and partnering are 
separate issues and nothing to do with each other. He has not stated whether the draft 
new methodology allow participants to consider risk management. 
 
5.1.3 The second part of the interview 
 
Appendix E shows the result of the rating exercise obtained from interviews. Since 
only two interviewees have filled in the rating, it may not be good to draw conclusion 
on that. However, it is easy to find out that though interviewees has given a lot of 
comment on the draft new methodology, the overall grading of the draft new 
methodology is still higher than other methodologies. Therefore, it is safe to conclude 
to the draft new methodology does offer a better framework for the VM user in 
considering different issues.  
 
Although it is argued that in different situation, different methodology should be used. 
However, the draft new methodology is very flexible in the sense that it allows 
participants to choose the most appropriate methodology. Therefore, the wide 
application of the draft new methodology would enhance the development of VM, 
especially for considering the soft issues, such as decision making, business process 
re-engineering etc. For example, it is usually perceived that technical problems 
should be tackled by “hard” methodology. However, technical problems may 
sometimes be induced by soft problems, such as poor coordination. Therefore, using a 
broader view by not considering whether there are “hard” or “soft” problems but 
considering whether problems exist, a better result can be yielded. This argument is in 
line to the one raised in Green (1997a). 
 
5.2 The refinement of the draft new methodology 
 
From the above, it is concluded that the draft new methodology provides a better 
alternative for practitioners since it addresses many major attributes in value 
management. Table 5.2.1 shows the general responses of interviewees. It is assumed 
that all participants are correctly identified and all are cooperative. Nevertheless, the 
draft new methodology has five shortcomings, namely using wrong people to define 
the VM scope, further reduction of flexibility in conducting VM, absence of definite 
concept and methodology, unable to provide an honest and transparent process and 
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inadequacy in addressing risk management and partnering issues. These five 
shortcomings are discussed separately below. 
 
Table 5.2.1 General responses of interviewees 
 
 
5.2.1 Using wrong people to define the VM scope 
 
This shortcoming is quite serious in term of destroying creativity of VM. Interviewee 
A argued that since top managers are not the people who do the job, they may not 
know what is happening and how problems appear and fix. Therefore, they may 
define VM scope wrongly or even bias to the organization management culture.  
 
However, by finding out the correct participants before the first workshop series, i.e. 
having a pre-workshop phase, appropriate participants can start defining VM scope in 
the first workshop. In the pre-workshop phase, top managers are just required to find 
out the correct participants for the next workshop and vest their authority to the 
participants so that they can make decisions. By using this arrangement, the problem 
in using wrong people to define VM scope is eliminated. The duration of the 
pre-workshop phase is less than half day since the top management is only required to 
Issues Interviewee A Interviewee B Interviewee C Interviewee D
Identifies correct participants and encourages 
executive support 
Yes Yes Yes No 
Facilitates consistent application of 
methodology by client and facilitators 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Is able to define the VM scope No No No Yes 
Provides flexibility in conducting VM No No Yes No 
Has a definite concept and methodology No No Yes Yes 
Saves resources in getting all stakeholders into 
one place, at the same time, for a long time 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Relieves the perception in taking too much time Yes Yes Yes No 
Allows adequate follow-through Yes No Yes Yes 
Provides an honest and transparent process Yes No No No 
Improves the understanding of the subject matter Yes No Yes Yes 
Shares ownership of the problem and the 
solution 
Yes No Yes Yes 
Allow participants to consider partnering and 
risk management 
Yes Yes No No 
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find out correct participants including them. Also, if the whole group of participants 
agrees, new members may be added into the workshop and therefore adaptation to the 
environment change is allowed.  
 
5.2.2 Further reduction of flexibility in conducting VM 
 
Reduction of flexibility is a fatal point to a methodology since a VM workshop is to 
enhance creativity. Too many restrictions may decrease the creativity. The draft new 
methodology proposes to use SSM to solve the soft problem in finding value 
problems in which it is the only restriction. Therefore, the reduction of flexibility is 
minimized. In addition, SSM is a very creative tool to identify value problems. 
Therefore, it would not reduce the flexibility but by increasing the creativity, 
participants may think of more alternatives and may change their approach to 
problems, so the flexibility is increased. Furthermore, by giving the power of defining 
VM scope back to the participants, the flexibility is increased. Lastly, all 
methodologies are rules in which it may be viewed as restrictions. The only thing that 
can be done is to have less restriction rather than have no restriction since people 
would like to know what they should do. If they know what to be done, methodology 
is meaningless to them. 
 
5.2.3 Absence of definite concept and methodology 
 
The draft new methodology is a combination of SSM and varying methodology, with 
some elements of soft methodology. Therefore, it is not difficult to understand why 
there is no definite concept and methodology. However, by putting two concepts 
together the effectiveness would be enhanced greatly. It is because SSM is good at 
identifying problem while varying methodology can choose the appropriate 
methodology and applied to solve different problems. Also, the draft new 
methodology divides the workshop with shorter duration in order to fit the need of the 
commercial sector. Interviewee B agreed that due to the time constraints of 
participants, VM is not commonly used in Hong Kong. By having short workshop 
duration, it is easier to promote the use of VM in Hong Kong. In general, the outcome 
of using the draft new methodology is better than traditional approaches. It is not a 
serious problem even if the draft new methodology has an indefinite concept and 
methodology provided that the outcome is better than before, since one of the 
objectives of this dissertation is to recommend improvements in the practice. 
 
5.2.4 Unable to provide an honest and transparent process 
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The new model is being criticized that it is unable to provide an honest and 
transparent process. This is one of the main issues in value management, especially 
for public sector project. Nevertheless, as what interviewee C and D said, it is 
difficult for participants as a team to disclose their ideas to others. It may be thought 
that the disclosure would make the free exchange of ideas impossible since some 
participants may not want others to know what they agenda are. More research is 
required to solve this problem but it seems to be out of the scope of this research. 
Therefore, the draft new methodology is in parallel to other methodology in which the 
transparency issues is left to be solved by other research. 
 
5.2.5 Inadequacy in addressing risk management and partnering issues 
 
Although interviewee A stated that the flexibility of the workshop allows participants 
to consider risk management and partnering issues, there is not rigid framework or 
technique for them to use. Therefore, inadequacy may exist. As the two issues may 
not be the main issues of the workshop, they may not be explicitly stated in the 
methodology. Nevertheless, if participants agree to incorporate risk management and 
partnership workshops into the VM workshop, they may do it in the second workshop 
series. Also, agreement on that should be made in the first workshop series so that the 
VMTC can collect information about the two issues. The VMTC may invite 
appropriate participants too because management staff may not be able to identify 
appropriate experts in the two topic before. 
 
5.2.6 Summary 
 
In summary, although the draft new methodology offers quite a different approach to 
solve recent problems in value management, it still has shortcomings. Five 
shortcomings are identified. Also, solution and their justification are listed. They 
include having a pre-workshop phase and considering the risk management and 
partnering issues in the first workshop series. Figure 5.2.1 shows a graphical 
representation of the refined value management methodology, which is “the new 
methodology”. 
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Fig. 5.2.1  The Refined Value Management Methodology 
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Conclusions And Recommendations 
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6.1 Conclusions 
 
In this research, a new VM methodology for use in the construction industry is 
articulated. Graphical representation of the new methodology is shown in Fig. 5.2.1.  
 
The objectives of this dissertation are stated in Chapter 1. They are: 
 
Objective 1: To review recent research on value management and value 
engineering (VM/ VE) methodologies in manufacturing and construction in the 
USA and the UK. 
 
In order to fulfill this objective, a comprehensive literature review is carried out in 
Chapter 2.1. The development of value engineering and value analysis is reviewed 
with reference to books and journals published since the 1960’s. The development of 
value management from the two “value methodologies” (see Chapter 2.4.1) is 
presented. 
 
Objective 2: To compare different VM/ VE methodologies in construction in the 
USA and the UK with reference to working practices, procurement systems and 
institutional arrangements. 
 
In order to fulfill this objective, a comprehensive literature review is carried out in 
Chapter 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.The inadequacy of the two value methodologies in dealing 
with issues in which people may have conflicting objectives and different value 
systems is discussed. Also, due to the difference in construction procurement systems 
in the UK and the USA, the USA-type value engineering is less applicable to the UK 
construction industry. Therefore, value management developed in the UK. Lastly, 
definitions of value engineering and value management are stated to clarify the use of 
terminology.  
 
Objective 3: To critique current VM practice in the Hong Kong construction 
industry. 
 
In order to fulfill this objective, a questionnaire survey is carried out to collect 
practitioners’ views and comments regarding VM. It is explained in Chapter 4.1. 
Secondly, comments from the questionnaire are analyzed to critique current practice. 
An outcome of this analysis is that there is an urgent need for better VM 
methodologies to improve the effectiveness of VM. A further outcome of the analysis 
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provides the assessment criteria for the draft new VM methodology. This part is in 
Chapter 4. 
 
Objective 4: To articulate a new VM methodology for use in the Hong Kong 
construction industry. 
 
This objective is fulfilled by completing four tasks. 
 
Firstly, different methodologies and tools in value management are presented and 
reviewed. These methodologies and tools include Simple-Multi-Attribute Rating 
Technique (SMART) methodology, Kelly and Male methodology, varying 
methodology, soft value management and group decision support (GDS). Also, their 
strengths and weaknesses are compared and contrasted. Then, a list of essential 
elements for value management methodology is presented, i.e. flexibility, unbiased 
information and value oriented. This portion is in Chapter 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 
 
Secondly, a draft new methodology is presented. It incorporates the SMART 
methodology and Soft System Methodology (SSM), which is a type of Group 
Decision Support (GDS). The most obvious advantage of the draft new methodology 
is that it allows participants to utilize their imagination fully by considering what 
should be considered for the subject matter. Also, top management is explicitly 
invited to participate in the process in which it brings the decision-making power into 
the workshop. The split workshops allow top management to schedule their diary 
easier. It also relieves the perception of value management in using too much time. 
This portion is in Chapter 3.4. 
 
Thirdly, the draft new methodology is evaluated by interviewees. It is shown that, 
except for some common deficiencies of VM methodology, the draft new 
methodology does not only perform the same function as other methodologies, but 
also provides some value-added mechanisms. These mechanisms include the 
identification of correct participants and encouragement of executive support, 
facilitation of consistent application of methodology, saving resources in getting all 
stakeholders together, relieving the perception in using too much time, improving the 
understanding of the subject matter and sharing ownership of problems and solutions. 
However, it is inadequate to define the VM scope, provide flexibility, provide an 
honest and transparent process and allow participants to consider partnering and risk 
management issues. The draft new methodology scores highest among other 
renowned methodologies, though the marks come from two interviewees only. This 
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portion is in Chapter 5.1. 
 
Refinements are then made to enhance the effectiveness of the draft new 
methodology in facilitating value management workshops. Refinements include 
having a top management pre-workshop phase, which correct participants are 
identified and top management would not put up restrictions on the VM scope and 
methodology used. Also, participants would have even more flexibility in considering 
what should be considered in a series of workshops rather than just one workshop. 
For example, if participants think follow-through is essential process, they may plan it 
in the first workshop. Therefore, it can be guaranteed that the follow-through process 
would be carried out at the later stage. The new methodology is then articulated. This 
portion is in Chapter 5.2. 
 
Objective 5: To make recommendations for further improvement in the 
practice of VM in the Hong Kong construction industry. 
 
These recommendations for improved practice are discussed below in section 6.2. It 
includes the main recommendation, which is drawn directly from the dissertation, and 
peripheral recommendations, which aids the new methodology to perform its best. 
 
6.2 Recommendations 
 
In addition to the new VM methodology, some peripheral suggestions that arose in 
this research can also improve VM practice. These further recommendations can be 
divided into two parts: Promotion and innovation. 
 
6.2.1 Promotion 
 
a. Frequent use of VM 
 
Although VM is getting more and more popular in the world, its use in the Hong 
Kong construction industry is still limited. Fong and Shen (2000) give reasons why 
this is the case, one of which is due to the high land cost in Hong Kong. Savings from 
VM are insignificant in the eyes of developers. At this point the promotion tactic 
should be on the use of VM in maximizing the value of the project. Not every value 
can be quantified in money terms but they enhance the market value of the project, 
e.g. design concept, fung shui, etc. Therefore, the first step of promotion is to draw 
attention from construction clients in adopting VM by promotion the benefit of VM in 
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enhancing value. 
 
b. VM in soft problem solving 
Secondly, after clients are attracted to real capital gain, another promotion tactic 
should be adopted to advocate the correct use of VM. As stated in Chapter 2, VM 
does not aim the maximize gains but to have a shared social reality and group 
consensus. By having a VM workshop, every decision can be made by mutual 
agreement rather than power struggling. This approach is more suitable to clients with 
higher expectation of VM in which they would like to value manage their 
decision-making processes and organizations. 
 
c. Application of the new methodology 
Thirdly, for clients who know the benefit of VM but are reluctant to adopt it, another 
promotional approach should be used. First of all, the underlying reason for their 
reluctance should be fully understood. For clients who know the benefit of VM but 
refuse to use it, the reason is usually due to the unsuitability of VM to their business 
process, e.g. VM workshops consume too much time. After knowing the reason, 
appropriate measures can be used to tackle such reluctance. For example, the new 
methodology should be promoted to clients who have inconsecutive time. It is 
because the new methodology splits one workshop into several workshops with 
shorter durations. Moreover, for clients who would like to consider abstract issues 
such as the procurement process of a manufacturer, the new methodology should be 
promoted to them since it is very suitable in dealing with abstract issues. 
 
6.2.2 Innovation 
 
Apart from promotion, new ideas are essential to maintain use of VM by existing VM 
users.  
 
a. Encourage research 
Firstly, research on value management should be encouraged. As suggested in the 
data analysis, there are still some problems in VM that remain unsolved. In addition, 
as time goes by, new problems and situations will appear. New models and solutions 
are needed to foster the further growth of value management. 
 
b. Implementation of theory 
Secondly, implementation of the theory is also important. For example, Yeomans 
(2003) presented the issue of facilitation in terms of theory and practice. Without 
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implementation, theories have much less value. 
 
c. Testing of theories 
Thirdly, VM theories and practices in one place may also be tested in another place 
and adopted if they are applicable. For example, although much data used in this 
research is from the Hong Kong construction industry, the new methodology is 
articulated from research journals and books worldwide. In addition, some 
questionnaire responses are from Australia, the UK and the USA. Therefore, its 
applicability in other places can be tested. If it were proved to be useful, these places 
would have one more choice. 
 
d. Broader use of VM 
Lastly, since VM can be used as a decision-making process, a broader use of VM 
should be encouraged. For example, the new methodology can be used in alternative 
dispute resolution (ADR). Although mediation can satisfy both parties to a certain 
extent, their satisfaction may be greater if they are able to determine the point that 
offers best value. Although Dawson (2002) suggests a similar point, the suggestion 
(i.e. issue resolution) is not as solid as ADR. Another example would be the resource 
allocation on research in the area of Microbiology. Should the department spend 
resources on research on bird flu or SARS? Value management may be able to 
provide solutions. Of course, further research of its applicability should be carried out 
before it is adopted. The above suggestions illustrate the point that VM is underused 
and its value is still underestimated! 
 
6.3 Limitations of the research 
 
Although this research has a quite straightforward direction, some assumptions and 
limitations should be pointed out.  
 
Firstly, it is assumed that all stakeholders could be identified. Although in many 
occasions correct participants are identified, there may be some circumstances in 
which correct identification is impossible. As mentioned by interviewee C, it is 
impossible for a university to identify correct stakeholders, i.e. the resident student, to 
participate the VM workshop of a student residence project, as current students are all 
gone when the project completed. This is actually the stakeholder issue. More 
research is needed in order to identify and solve the issue. 
 
Secondly, it is further assumed that all stakeholders do their best on the project and 
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they have no personal agenda. Also, top management is smart and knows what each 
employee is working on. Although cases that deviate from the above are few, ideas 
raised in the research may have limited use if the above situation does not happen. 
 
Thirdly, it is said that methodology is only one of the most important issues. Other 
issues, such as facilitator and implementation, would also affect the outcome of a VM 
workshop. There is a limitation to the new methodology if other important aspects 
have little contribution to the VM process.  
 
Fourthly, neither the questionnaire nor the interviews receives feedback from 
practitioners with a contractor’s background. Since the contractor is one of the most 
important players in the construction industry, leaving out their opinion may make the 
result of the research less comprehensive. Also, only 12 questionnaires are returned 
and 4 interviews are carried out. Although the response rate is 30%, which is quite 
high in terms of research in the Hong Kong construction industry, the sample size is 
still small when compared with the whole population, i.e. all practitioners who have 
joined value management workshops. 
 
Fifthly, though the draft new methodology is articulated from research journals and 
books worldwide and with some comment from the international VM community, it is 
only evaluated by VM practitioners in Hong Kong. The applicability of the draft new 
in other locations is questionable. Research and analysis should be carried out if it is 
to be implemented in other places.   
 
Lastly, as the new methodology has not been used to conduct a real VM workshop, 
the applicability is still questionable. Even though it is argued that the new 
methodology is structured according to various research and justifications, actual 
operation and “testing” should have better evaluating power than philosophical 
arguments.  
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Details of the value incentive clause (construction contract) 
(General Services Administration, The USA) 
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Details of the value incentive clause (construction contract)  
(General Services Administration, The USA) (cont’d) 
(Adopted from Standing, 2001) 
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Pilot Questionnaire on Value Management Methodology 
 
 
I am Jack Yue, a year 3 student studying the Bachelor of Science in Surveying of the 
Department of Real Estate and Construction, the University of Hong Kong. My 
dissertation is entitled “A Study of New Methodologies for Value Management in the 
Hong Kong Construction Industry”. I would like to invite you to spend a few 
minutes in completing the following questionnaire. Your kind help is highly 
appreciated. 
 
The questionnaire is divided into 5 sections. Firstly, background information is 
requested. Secondly, multiple-choice questions are set to collect respondents’ views 
and ideas about value management in general. Section 3 and 4 asks questions relating 
to problems in value engineering/value management. Lastly, questions specific to 
value-management methodology are asked.  
 
If you have any queries regarding this questionnaire and would like to know more 
about this dissertation topic, please do not hesitate to phone (00852) 95229247 or 
email to h0212490@hkusua.hku.hk for more information. 
 
Section 1: Background information (Please tick the appropriate answer box.) 
 
1. What is the major business of your organization? 
 
Architectural   Contractor   Development   
Engineering   Surveying   Value consultant 
 
2. How many staff are there in your company? 
Less than 10   10-30   30-100   More than 100 
 
3. Are you familiar with Value Engineering (VE)/ Value Management (VM) 
workshops? 
Yes     No 
 
4. How many times has your organization participated in any Value Engineering/ 
Value Management workshops? 
Less than 1   1-3   3-6   More than 6 
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5. How much is the largest project sum for the Value Engineering/ Value 
Management workshops in which your organization has participated? 
 
Less than 5 million (M)   5M-50M   50M-100M 
100M-500M   500M-1000M   More than 1000M 
 
Section 2: Respondents’ views and ideas about Value Engineering/ Value 
Management. 
 
6. Please rank the following 5 objectives of Value Engineering/ Value Management 
from 1 (most important) to 5 (least important): 
 
To reduce the cost of a project to the optimum level 
To enhance participants’ knowledge in the project 
To make clear the objectives of project 
To make participants feel good about projects 
 To enhance the coordination of the development system (e.g. design, 
construction, operation, maintenance, disposal) 
 
7. Please rank the following 5 elements of Value Engineering (VE)/ Value 
Management (VM) from 1 (most important) to 5 (least important): 
 
VE/ VM facilitators 
VE/ VM methodology 
VE/ VM philosophy 
VE/ VM strategy 
VE/ VM implementation 
 
8. What is your understanding of Value Engineering/ Value Management? (Please 
tick the appropriate box for each question) 
 
  Strongly 
agree 
Slightly 
agree 
No 
comment 
Slightly 
disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 
A Value engineering (VE) is 
more or less the same as
Value Management (VM) 
     
B VE is widely adopted in the 
USA 
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  Strongly 
agree 
Slightly 
agree 
No 
comment 
Slightly 
disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 
C VM is widely adopted in the 
USA 
     
D VE is widely adopted in the 
UK 
     
E VM is widely adopted in the 
UK 
     
F VE is widely adopted in 
Hong Kong 
     
G VM is widely adopted in 
Hong Kong 
     
H Recent VE/ VM methodology 
is able to cope with almost all 
problems 
     
I Cutting the cost of the project 
is the ultimate aim of VE/ 
VM 
     
 
Section 3: Problems in Value Engineering 
If in your opinion VE is more or less the same as VM, please SKIP THIS SECTION 
and go to Section 4. 
 
9. Do you think current VE practices can achieve value for clients? Why/ Why not? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. What are the problems of VE? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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11. Do the above problems arise randomly or systematically? How could the 
industry solve these problems? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
12. Are these problems related to “hard” elements (e.g. VE methodology, working 
practices, procurement systems and institutional arrangements) or “soft” 
elements (e.g. human relations, time constraints, etc.)? Please specify. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section 4: Problems in Value Management 
 
13. Do you think current VM practices can achieve value for clients? Why/ Why 
not? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
14. What are the problems of VM? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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15. Do the above problems arise randomly or systematically? How could the 
industry solve these problems? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
16. Are these problems related to “hard” elements (e.g. VM methodology, working 
practices, procurement systems and institutional arrangements) or “soft” 
elements (e.g. human relations, time constraints, etc.)? Please specify. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section 5: Value Management methodology 
 
17. Are you familiar with the following VM methodology? 
 
Yes     No 
 Miles 5-phase job plan 
SMART Methodology 
 Kelly and Males Methodology 
 Others (Please specify: ____________ 
 _______________________________) 
 
18. What are your views of Value Management methodology? (Please tick the 
appropriate box for each question) 
 
  Strongly 
agreed 
Slightly 
agreed 
No 
comment 
Slightly 
disagreed 
Strongly 
disagreed 
A Ultimate aim of VM is to cut 
cost 
     
B VM methodology is effective 
to guide the VM workshop 
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  Strongly 
agreed 
Slightly 
agreed 
No 
comment 
Slightly 
disagreed 
Strongly 
disagreed 
C VM methodology provides
tools to identify value 
     
D VM methodology allows
participants to share their 
idea  about the project 
     
E VM methodology is as 
effective as VE methodology 
in cost management  
     
F Current VM methodology is 
easy to understand and use 
     
G Current VM methodology is 
good enough. Further 
require -ments are not 
required 
     
 
 
 
19. What are the problems with Value Management METHODOLOGY? Why they 
appear? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
20. Are there any limitations and obstacles in using different Value-Management 
methodology? Why/ Why not?           
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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21. Do you have any suggestions to improve current VM METHODOLOGY? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thank you very much for your valuable views and ides! 
 
22. Would you be prepared to participate in a short interview (either by phone or 
face-to-face) in order for me to gather more information about Value 
Management methodology. If so, please give me your contact details below. 
 
Name of respondent: __________________________   
Telephone: __________________________________ 
Organization: ________________________________    
Department/ Division: _________________________ 
Address: ____________________________________ 
Email: ______________________________________ 
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Questionnaire on Value Management Methodology 
 
I am Jack Yue, a year 3 student studying the Bachelor of Science in Surveying of the 
Department of Real Estate and Construction, the University of Hong Kong. My 
dissertation is entitled “A Study of New Methodologies for Value Management in the 
Hong Kong Construction Industry”. I would like to invite you to spend a few 
minutes in completing this questionnaire. Your kind help is highly appreciated. 
 
The questionnaire is divided into 4 sections. Firstly, background information is 
requested. Secondly, questions are set to collect your views and ideas about Value 
Engineering (VE)/Value Management (VM) in general. Section 3 asks questions 
relating to problems with VE/VM. Lastly, questions specific to value management 
methodology are asked.  
 
If you have any queries regarding the content and the collection of this questionnaire 
and would like to know more about this dissertation topic, please do not hesitate to 
phone (00852) 95229247 or email to h0212490@hkusua.hku.hk for more 
information. 
 
Section 1: Background information (Please tick the appropriate answer box.) 
 
1. What is the major business of your organization/Department? 
 
Architectural   Contractor   Development   
Engineering   Surveying   Value consultant 
 
2. How many staff are there in your company? 
Less than 10   10-30   30-100   More than 100 
 
 
3. Are you familiar with Value Engineering (VE)/ Value Management (VM) 
workshops? 
Yes     No 
 
4. How many times has your organization participated in any Value Engineering/ 
Value Management workshops? 
Less than 1   1-3   3-6   More than 6 
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5. What is the largest estimated project cost for the Value Engineering/ Value 
Management workshops in which your organization has participated? 
 
Less than 5 million (M)   5M-50M   50M-100M 
100M-500M   500M-1000M   More than 1000M 
 
Section 2: Respondents’ views and ideas about Value Engineering/ Value 
Management. 
 
6. Please insert weightings for the following 5 outcomes of Value Engineering/ 
Value Management to illustrate their relative importance, so that the sum of 
weightings is equal to 1. (e.g. if you think all 5 are of equal importance, insert 
0.2 for each): 
To reduce the cost of a project to the optimum level 
To enhance participants’ knowledge in the project 
To make clear the client objectives 
To resolve major conflicting problems 
To enhance the coordination of the development system (e.g. design, 
construction, operation, maintenance, disposal) 
 
7. Please insert weightings for the following 5 elements of Value Engineering 
(VE)/ Value Management (VM) to illustrate their relative importance, so that the 
sum of weightings is equal to 1. (e.g. if you think all 5 are of equal importance, 
insert 0.2 for each): 
 
VE/ VM facilitators 
VE/ VM methodology 
VE/ VM philosophy 
VE/ VM stakeholders 
VE/ VM implementation 
 
8. Please try to summarize/ define what Value Engineering/ Value Management 
means to you? (Please keep it simple) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Section 3: Problems in Value Engineering/Value Management 
 
9. Do you think current VE/VM practices can achieve value for clients? Why/ Why 
not? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. What do you think are major common problems with VE/VM? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
11. Do the above problems arise randomly or systematically? How could these 
problems be solved? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
12. Are these problems related to “hard” elements (e.g. VE/VM methodology, 
working practices, procurement systems and institutional arrangements) or 
“soft” elements (e.g. human relations, time constraints, etc.)? Please specify. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Section 4: Value Management methodology 
 
In this research, VE is proposed as a subset of VM.  
 
Value Management is “a structural approach to defining what value means to a client 
in meeting a perceived need by establishing a clear consensus and making strategic 
decisions about the project objectives”  (Green, 1996a). For example, value 
management to determine whether the client’s needs can be met by constructing a 
‘new’ building or in some other way (e.g. extending an existing building, or renting a 
facility, etc).  
 
Value Engineering is “the systematic application of recognized techniques which 
identify the function of a product or service, establish a monetary value for that 
function, and provide the necessary functional reliability at the lowest overall cost” 
(Mudge, 1971). For example, value engineering on the use of structural steel (having 
a shorter construction period) or reinforced concrete (which is cheaper but takes 
longer to build), for the structural frame of a building. 
 
13. Are you familiar with the following VM methodologies? 
 
Yes     No 
 a. Miles 5-phase job plan 
b. SMART Methodology 
 c. Kelly and Males Methodology 
 d. Australia and New Zealand  
standard methodology 
 e. Others (Please specify: ________ 
 _______________________________) 
 
14. Which methodology do you normally use? And why? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
15. What are your views of Value Management methodology? (Please tick the 
appropriate box for each question) 
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  Strongly 
agree 
Slightly 
agree 
No 
comment 
Slightly 
disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 
A Achieving value for the client is the 
ultimate aim of VM 
     
B Adding value to projects is the ultimate 
aim of VM 
     
C VM is effective in cutting cost      
D VM methodology is effective in 
achieving clients’ requirements 
     
E VM methodology provides tools to 
identify value and rank alternatives 
     
F VM methodology allows participants to 
share their concerns and ideas in all 
aspects of the project 
     
G VM methodology is able to cope with 
almost all problems 
     
H VM methodology is effective in cost 
management  
     
I VM methodology is easy to understand 
and use 
     
J The current practice of VM methodology
is good enough. Further requirements are 
not required 
     
 
16. What are the problems with Value Management METHODOLOGY or job plan? 
Why do they appear? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
17. Are there any limitations and obstacles in using different Value Management 
methodologies? Why/ Why not?           
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
18.  Do you have any suggestions for improving current VM METHODOLOGY? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
19. Would you be prepared to participate in a short interview (either by phone or 
face-to-face) in order for me to gather more information regarding your views of 
VE/VM. If so, please give your contact details below. 
 
Name of respondent: __________________________   
Telephone: __________________________________ 
Organization: ________________________________    
Department/ Division: _________________________ 
Address: ____________________________________ 
Email: ______________________________________  
 
Thank you very much for your valuable views and ideas! 
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Interview on Value Management Methodology 
 
 
Brief introduction of the new methodology 
 
The new methodology would incorporate the Soft System Methodology (SSM) 
(Green, 1999a) and value philosophy. Firstly, several workshops would be carried out 
so that different types of problems could be considered in different workshops. For 
the sake of simplicity, it is proposed to have 3 workshops series which deal with the 
type of analysis used, strategic decision-making and decision validation. 
 
The first workshop series starts when the performance of a task is decided. For 
example, in the construction industry when the client decides to go ahead with a new 
building project the workshop can be carried out. There is no need to wait for a more 
rigid brief since the first workshop series aims to help the client in choosing the 
briefing method. The first workshop series would make use of SSM to identify value 
of the participants. By having a value system of participants, an appropriate “filter” 
can be chosen from a pool of “filters”(methodology). The chosen methodology can 
help participants in identifying value problems in the task. After the identification of a 
problem, information needed for the next workshop can be identified. 
 
The second workshop series deals with strategic decision-making. In terms of the 
construction industry, it is the briefing process. The outcome of this workshop would 
be the brief. The strategic decision-making workshop makes use of information 
collected previously and validates the decisions made in the first workshop. Because 
the environment and views change from time to time, having a validation phase 
allows participants to incorporate their new ideas into the workshop and prevents the 
discussion from losing focus of the present situation. Then the value management 
process is carried out, e.g. VM1 of SMART methodology. 
 
The third workshop series is quite similar to the VM2 in SMART approach. However, 
SMART approach is not the only approach to decision validation. The aim of the third 
workshop series is to validate the decision previously made in the second workshop 
series and to check whether the decision has been implemented. Therefore, sometime 
after the second workshop series, in which decisions should have been implemented 
to certain extent, the third workshop series should be carried out. In terms of 
construction, it can be carried out between the outline proposal stage and detail design 
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stage of the RIBA Plan of Work. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of the 
new developed model. 
 
 
Fig. 1 The New Model for Value Management 
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Part 1: Possible discussion questions on the new methodology 
 
1. Do you think the new methodology helps finding correct participants and 
encourages executive support? Why/ Why not? 
2. Do you think the new methodology helps in reducing inconsistent application of 
methodology by clients and facilitators? Why/ Why not? 
3. Do you think the new methodology helps participants to define the VM scope? 
Why/ Why not? 
4. Do you think the new methodology increases flexibility in conducting VM? 
Why/ Why not? 
5. Do you think the new methodology establishes a more definite concept and 
methodology for VM? Why/ Why not? 
6. Do you think the new methodology needs to get all the stakeholders into one 
place, at the same time, for a long time? Why/ Why not? 
7. Do you think the new methodology perceives to take too much time from the 
inception to the completion? Why/ Why not? 
8. Do you think the new methodology provides adequate tools for follow-through? 
Why/ Why not? 
9. Do you think the new methodology is an honest and transparent process? Why/ 
Why not? 
10. Do you think the new methodology improves the understanding of participants 
on the subject matter? Why/ Why not? 
11. Do you think the new methodology allows sharing ownership of the problem and 
the solution? Why/ Why not? 
12. Do you think the new methodology allows participants to consider partnering 
and risk management? Why/ Why not? 
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Part 2: Grading on different VM methodologies 
 
Please indicate the extent to which each methodology satisfies each of the attributes 
listed from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). 
 
The new methodology 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 is able to define the VM scope 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6 has a definite concept and methodology 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8 allows adequate follow-through  1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter 1 2 3 4 5 6 
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
SAVE International Methodology  
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 is able to define the VM scope 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6 has a definite concept and methodology 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8 allows adequate follow-through  1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter 1 2 3 4 5 6 
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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SMART methodology 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 is able to define the VM scope 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6 has a definite concept and methodology 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8 allows adequate follow-through  1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter 1 2 3 4 5 6 
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
Kelly and Male Methodology 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 is able to define the VM scope 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6 has a definite concept and methodology 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8 allows adequate follow-through  1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter 1 2 3 4 5 6 
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Australian and New Zealand Standard 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 is able to define the VM scope 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6 has a definite concept and methodology 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8 allows adequate follow-through  1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter 1 2 3 4 5 6 
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
Thank you very much for your valuable views and ideas! 
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Result of grading on different VM methodologies 
 
The number inside the box indicates how many interviewees agree or disagree on a 
particular attribute. The extent to which each methodology satisfies each of the 
attributes listed from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). The mark indicate the 
average point each methodology get (6 is maximum) 
 
The new methodology 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
   1 1  
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
  1 1   
3 is able to define the VM scope   1  1  
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM   1  1  
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
   2   
6 has a definite concept and methodology    1  1 
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time.    2   
8 allows adequate follow-through     1 1  
9 provides an honest and transparent process   1 1   
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter    1 1  
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1    1  
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution    2   
Average marks: 4.04 
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SAVE International Methodology  
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
  2    
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
    2  
3 is able to define the VM scope     2  
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM  1   1  
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
 1   1  
6 has a definite concept and methodology     2  
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time.  1 1    
8 allows adequate follow-through     1 1  
9 provides an honest and transparent process   1 1   
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter    1 1  
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1  1    
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1  1    
Average marks: 3.67 
 
SMART methodology 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
  2    
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
  2    
3 is able to define the VM scope    2   
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM  1  1   
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
 1   1  
6 has a definite concept and methodology  1   1  
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time.  2     
8 allows adequate follow-through    2    
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1  1    
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter   2    
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1  1    
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1  1    
Average marks: 2.83 
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Kelly and Male Methodology 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
  1    
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
  1    
3 is able to define the VM scope    1   
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM    1   
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
   1   
6 has a definite concept and methodology    1   
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time.   1    
8 allows adequate follow-through    1    
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1      
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter   1    
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1      
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1      
Average marks: 2.83 
 
Australian and New Zealand Standard 
 
 This methodology:  Strongly 
disagree
Disagree Slightly 
disagree 
Slightly 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree
1 identifies of correct participants and encourages of executive 
support 
  1    
2 facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and 
facilitators 
   1   
3 is able to define the VM scope    1   
4 provides flexibility in conducting VM    1   
5 saves resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the 
same time, for a long time 
   1   
6 has a definite concept and methodology    1   
7 relieves the perception in taking too much time.   1    
8 allows adequate follow-through     1   
9 provides an honest and transparent process 1      
10 improves the understanding of the subject matter    1   
11 allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 1      
12 shares ownership of the problem and the solution 1      
Average marks: 3.08 
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Interview on Value Management Methodology 
 
 
I am Jack Yue, a year 3 student studying the Bachelor of Science in Surveying of the 
Department of Real Estate and Construction, the University of Hong Kong. My 
dissertation is entitled “A Study of Best Methodologies for Value Management in the 
Hong Kong Construction Industry”. I would like to invite you to spend a few 
minutes in completing this interview. Your kind help is highly appreciated. 
 
The interview is divided into 3 sections. Firstly, a brief introduction of the new 
methodology is conducted. Secondly, 11 long questions are set to collect your views 
and ideas about the new methodology. The main objective of the questions is to assess 
whether the new methodology can cope with the conventional problems in value 
management and its extent. Lastly, quantitative data are requested in order to compare 
the new methodology with some other methodologies/ standard.  
 
If you have any queries regarding this interview and would like to know more about 
this dissertation topic, please do not hesitate to phone (00852) 95229247 or email to 
h0212490@hkusua.hku.hk for more information. 
 
Section 1: Brief introduction of the new methodology 
 
The new methodology would incorporate the SSM and value philosophy. Firstly, 
several workshops should be carried out so that different type of problems could be 
considered in different workshops. For the sake of simplicity, it is proposed to have 3 
workshops series which deal with the type of analysis used, the strategic 
decision-making and the decision validation respectively. 
 
The first workshop series start when a task is decided to perform. For example, in 
construction industry when the client decides to have a building the workshop can be 
carried out. It is no need to wait for a more rigid brief since the first workshop series 
aims to help client in choosing the briefing method. The first workshop series would 
make use of SSM to identify value of participants. By having a value system of 
participants, appropriate “filter” can be chosen from a pool of “filter”(methodology). 
The chosen methodology can help participants in identifying value problem in the 
task. After the identification of problem, information needed for the next workshop 
can be identified. 
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The second workshop series deals with strategic decision-making. In terms of 
construction industry, it is the briefing process. The outcome of this workshop would 
be the brief. The strategic decision-making workshop makes use of information 
collected before and validates the decision made in the first workshop. It is because 
environment and view changes from time to time, having a validation phase allows 
participants to incorporate their new ideas into the workshop and prevent the 
discussion from losing grip of the present situation. Then the value management 
process is carried out, e.g. VM1 of SMART methodology. 
 
The third workshop series is quite similar to the VM2 in SMART approach. However, 
as stated before, SMART approach is not the only approach to the decision validation. 
The aim of the third workshop series is to validate the decision previously made and 
check whether the decision is executed in reality. Therefore, sometimes after the 
second workshop series in which decisions are incorporated into the work in broad 
term, the third workshop series should be carried out. In terms of construction, it can 
be carried out between the outline proposal stage and detail design stage of the RIBA 
plan of work. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of the new developed 
model. 
 
 
Fig. 1 The New Model for Value Management 
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Section 2: Long questions on the new methodology 
 
1. Do you think the new methodology helps finding correct participants and 
encourage executive support? Why/ Why not? 
2. Do you think the new methodology helps reducing inconsistent application of 
methodology by clients and facilitators? Why/ Why not? 
3. Do you think the new methodology helps participants to define the VM scope? 
Why/ Why not? 
4. Do you think the new methodology increases the flexibility in conducting VM? 
Why/ Why not? 
5. Do you think the new methodology establishes a more definite concept and 
methodology for VM? Why/ Why not? 
6. Do you think the new methodology needs to get all the stakeholders into one 
place, at the same time, for a long time? Why/ Why not? 
7. Do you think the new methodology perceives to take too much time from the 
inception to the completion? Why/ Why not? 
8. Do you think the new methodology provides adequate tools for follow-through? 
Why/ Why not? 
9. Do you think the new methodology is an honest and transparent process? Why/ 
Why not? 
10. Do you think the new methodology improves the understanding of participants 
on the subject matter? Why/ Why not? 
11. Do you think the new methodology allows sharing ownership of the problem and 
the solution? Why/ Why not? 
12. Do you think the new methodology allows participants to consider partnering 
and risk management? Why/ Why not? 
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Section 3: Grading on different VM methodologies 
 
Please insert PERCENTAGE as the mark on how each methodology tackles the issues listed below. Marks should not be higher than the 
weightings. Weighting is assigned by counting how many times a problem is mentioned in all questionnaires collected before. It is shown to 
allow interviewees to have a rough idea on how the marks are graded. 
 
 Weighting The new 
methodology  
SAVE 
International 
Methodology 
SMART Kelly and Male 
Methodology 
Australian and 
New Zealand 
Standard 
Identification of correct participants and encourage executive support 20%      
Facilitate consistent application of methodology by client and facilitators 16.67%      
Ability to define the VM scope 13.33%      
Provide flexibility in conducting VM 10%      
Save resources in getting all stakeholders into one place, at the same 
time, for a long time 
10%      
Have a definite concept and methodology 6.67%      
Relieving the perception in taking too much time. 6.67%      
Allow adequate follow-through  3.33%      
Provide an honest and transparent process 3.33%      
Improve the understanding of the subject matter 3.33%      
Allow participants to consider partnering and risk management 3.33%      
Share ownership of the problem and the solution 3.33%      
Total 100%      
Thank you very much for your valuable views and ideas! 
